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About the Alliance’s Campus Sustainability Initiative 

The campus sustainability initiative grew out of a 2006 climate action internship by Lehigh University student 
Viktorija Danta. That internship was designed to support and complement the U.S. Mayors Climate Protection 
Agreement, which Mayor Callahan had signed in July 2006. We recommendations for the City, created a 
Climate Protection Agreement for the counties (signed by Don Cunningham and John Stoffa in November 
2006), and a commitment for schools (adopted by the Bethlehem Area School District in December 2006). As 
we started looking at what higher education could do, Viktorija visited a friend at Harvard and was amazed at 
all they were doing to be more sustainable, including high-performance buildings, energy efficiency, waste 
reduction, transportation, fair trade, and serving local & organic food. We decided to create a campus sust-
ainability internship to directly engage students who wanted to learn about campus sustainability and make a 
difference on their campus. We considered creating a climate protection agreement for universities and 
colleges, but when American College & University Presidents Climate Commitment was announced, we 
decided it would be better to support that initiative. 

Because colleges and universities generate thousands of tons of greenhouse gas emissions [GHG] and also 
serve as role models to the community at large, their active participation is extremely important. In addition, 
they help thousands of young men and women prepare for lives and careers that support—or undermine—
efforts to make communities more sustainable. In 2000, Penn State’s ‘Green Destiny’ report stated: 

“Currently, while universities teach their students that the vital signs of the Earth are in decline, 
graduates continue to leave college to begin lives that generally contribute to, rather than 
mitigate, the growing array of environmental and social problems now plaguing us…. the time 
has come for the concept of sustainability… to become a new central organizing idea for 
higher education.” —Penn State University Senate committee on university planning 

The Alliance’s first campus sustainability intern was Moravian College student Elyse Jurgen, who also helped 
reach out to other campuses. In 2007, we had interns at all six local colleges and universities, and more than 
25 Lehigh Valley students have now completed campus sustainability internships. In addition to working on 
their own campuses, those interns helped develop a comprehensive sustainability checklist and contributed 
ideas to the nationwide rating system now known as STARS, [Sustainability Tracking And Rating System] 
developed by AASHE, the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education. We thank 
them all for their valuable contributions to our understanding of campus sustainability and pathways to 
sustainability. 

The colleges in the Lehigh Valley have developed a variety of sustainability initiatives, so we are now 
introducing Campus Sustainability 2.0, an internship designed to complement and support the colleges’ own 
efforts and loosely guided by STARS 2.0 (still in draft form as of May 2013). 

The works cited are a valuable library for thinking about campus sustainability. For more information about 
campus sustainability and the Alliance’s internship programs visit our website. 

Campus Sustainability  |  Sustainable Campus Dining |  Internships with the Alliance  
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Note: This report is a revised version of the report written by Garth Denton-Borhaug as part of 
his campus sustainability internship in the spring of 2013. It provides a comprehensive analysis 
of the state of campus sustainability at Moravian College, and we appreciate his willingness to 
continue editing the report after his internship was complete.  

It should be noted that, while the details described here are unique to Moravian College, the 
situation there is, in many ways, quite similar to the situation at other Lehigh Valley campuses. 
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A Call to Institutionalize Sustainability at Moravian College 

Executive Summary 

This%report%analyzes%the%status%of%campus%sustainability%at%Moravian%College.%A%semester;long%study%

revealed%that%most%initiatives%related%to%sustainability%have%been%introduced%by%a%small%number%of%

student;,%faculty;,%and%staff;driven%projects,%starting%in%2007.%This%report%commends%the%College%for%the%

sustainability%initiatives%that%have%been%completed,%and%calls%for%a%concerted%effort%to%institutionalize%

sustainability%at%Moravian—to%move%beyond%incremental,%short;term%projects%and%place%sustainability%at%

the%center%of%Moravian%College’s%practices,%mission,%and%identity.%%

The%concept%of%sustainability%has%come%a%long%way%since%the%Brundtland%Commission’s%original%interpre;

tation:%“meeting%the%needs%of%the%present%without%compromising%the%ability%of%future%generations%to%

meet%their%needs.”%It%is%now%generally%accepted%among%sustainability%professionals%that%the%definition%

needs%to%include%fairness%and%social%justice%as%key%concepts.%Campus%sustainability%has%evolved%from%

environmental%and%ecological%projects%to%reducing%greenhouse%gas%emissions%and,%more%recently,%has%

adopted%ideas%of%living%laboratories%and%learning%communities.%%

As%this%report%documents,%Moravian%already%has%made%significant%progress%towards%incorporating%sus;

tainability%into%the%educational%program%and%campus%operations,%but%the%results%have%been%somewhat%

fragmented%and%inconsistent.%Many%sustainability;related%initiatives%at%Moravian%are%recognized%among%

the%college%community%only%during%the%academic%semester%or%year%they%were%inaugurated.%One%key%

reason%for%this%is%a%fundamental%absence%of%support%for%sustainability%at%the%institutional%level.%There%is%

an%apparent%reluctance%to%take%systemic%measures%to%invest%in%sustainability%and%an%unwillingness%to%

commit%to%any%initiative%requiring%investments%even%at%most%modest%of%levels.%As%a%result,%constituents%

involved%in%promoting%sustainability%feel%discouraged%about%their%own%efforts%and%the%potential%for%

future%change%as%well.%%

Moravian%has%developed%a%foundation,%but%needs%to%move%beyond%the%limiting%concept%of%resource%con;

servation%and%work%for%a%more%comprehensive%approach%at%the%institutional%level.%Making%sustainability%

more%central%will%require%a%new%approach%to%leadership,%infrastructure,%and%operational%goals%and%will%

affect%us%all: %students,%faculty,%staff,%and%alumni.%Adopting%sustainability%as%part%of%the%Moravian%vision%

will%set%the%tone%for%ongoing%progress,%demonstrate%that%sustainability%is%inherent%to%the%College’s%iden;

tity,%and%help%maintain%focus%in%the%face%of%short;term%priorities%that%may%conflict%with%sustainability.%

This%report%concludes%with%a%list%of%recommendations%for%Moravian%College%to%move%sustainability%to%

the%next%level.%These%recommendations%incorporate%short%and%long;term%action%plans%that%will%“green”%

campus%operations,%minimize%our%ecological%footprint,%promote%ecological%literacy%throughout%the%

college%community,%and%enhance%the%College’s%competitive%position—and,%in%many%cases,%reduce%costs%

at%the%same%time.%For%these%recommendations%to%succeed,%we%think%it%is%essential%for%Moravian%to%

increase%the%transparency%of%planning%and%decision;making%processes,%make%needed%information%

available,%and%engage%all%members%of%the%college%community.%
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Specific%recommendations%covered%in%this%report%include%the%following:%

1. Provide%key%structures%and%a%clear%commitment%to%sustainability%such%as%participating%in%STARS%

and%implementing%a%‘green%revolving%fund’.%

2. Take%tangible%steps%to%promote%campus%sustainability,%reduce%greenhouse%gas%emissions,%and%

protect%students’%health,%with%recommendations%for%immediate%action,%covering%areas%from%energy%

savings%to%dining%services%to%campus%transportation.%

3. Have%the%Sustainability%Committee%explore%a%variety%of%supportive%structures%to%make%sustain;

ability%a%campus;wide%effort.%

Adopting%sustainability%as%part%of%the%Moravian%vision%sets%the%tone%for%ongoing%progress,%shows%that%

sustainability%is%inherent%to%the%College’s%identity,%and%helps%maintain%focus%in%the%face%of%short;term%

priorities%that%may%conflict%with%sustainability.%%

%

Note:%For%those%who%do%not%have%ready%access%to%referenced%documents,%this%report%includes%several%

attachments.%

%

%
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A Call to Institutionalize Sustainability at Moravian College 

 

1. Introduction  

In%many%ways,%colleges%and%universities%are%analogous%to%natural%ecosystems.%Campus%communities%are%

often%comprised%of%interacting%populations%of%students,%faculty,%staff,%which%in%turn%contain%distinct%niches—

very%much%akin%to%a%natural%ecosystem.%While%the%geography%of%the%college%campus%is%typically%defined%in%

maps,%the%boundaries%of%an%institution%of%higher%learning%extend%far%beyond%the%perimeters%of%a%map.%For%

example,%individuals%that%makeup%an%institutions’%population%are%commonly%active%in%external%commu;

nities,%and%institutions%themselves%are%sustained%by%the%provision%of%resources%that%originate%well%beyond%

its%surroundings.%%

Perhaps%the%most%evident%contrast%between%institutions%of%higher%learning%and%natural%ecosystems%is%the%

flow%of%energy%and%materials.%In%the%natural%world,%we%observe%this%flow%to%be%cyclical.%Energy%and%materials%

are%transformed%in%cycles%which%sustain%the%life%of%an%ecosystem.%In%the%“human;engineered%ecosystem%of%a%

college%or%university,%the%flow%of%materials%is%mostly%linear—one%way.%Institutions%are%constantly%receiving%

materials%from%distant%sources,%consuming%these%materials,%and%then%shunting%the%waste%to%distant%‘sinks’”.1%%

Mounting%environmental%and%health%concerns%are%beginning%to%draw%attention%to%the%linear%pathway%of%

consumption%at%institutions%of%higher%learning,%and%sustainable%living%is%starting%to%become%a%key%focus%for%

colleges%and%universities%around%the%world.%Recycling%and%mitigating%waste%has%begun%to%emerge%as%second%

nature%at%many%institutions.%Moravian%has%reason%to%be%proud%of%its%progress%in%this%area,%but%recycling%is%

just%one%of%a%myriad%of%concepts%that%contribute%to%sustainability,%and%even%noteworthy%incremental%progress%

falls%short.%To%achieve%comprehensive%and%meaningful%progress%towards%sustainability%and%nurture%a%cam;

pus%culture%that%emphasizes%forward%thinking,%community%engagement,%and%sustainable%living,%Moravian%

needs%to%embrace%sustainability%as%a%core%principle%of%the%institution.%

What is sustainability? 

%Moravian%College’s!Sustainability!In!Focus%program%description%provides%a%comprehensive%description%of%

the%term:%

In% the% late% 1980s,% the% United% Nations% established% the% World% Commission% on% Environment% and%
Development%and%provided%one%of% the% first%definitions%of% sustainability:%“meeting% the%needs%of% the%
present% without% compromising% the% ability% of% future% generations% to% meet% their% needs”. % Since% the%
Commission’s% report% (1987),% globalization% has% intensified% along% with% its% negative% environmental%
and% social% impacts.%Over% the% same%period,% the%definition%of% sustainability%has%undergone% changes.%
The%goals% for%achieving%“sustainability”%now%encompass%and%seek%to% integrate%a%range%of%environ]
mental,%social%and%economic%factors.%The%growing%consensus%is%that%sustainable%development%must%
be% less% resource]intensive% and% less% polluting,% but% also% result% in% a% more% equitable% distribution% of%
wealth%and%education%opportunities.%
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In% the%U.N.% report,% “We% the% peoples:% The% Role% of% the%United%Nations% in% the% 21st% Century,”% the%
section%on%“Sustaining%our%Future”%discusses%the%importance%of%climate%change,%water%crises,%soil,%
and%preservation%of%biodiversity,%along%with%the%need%to%build%a%new%ethic%of%stewardship.%In%order%to%
tackle%these%complex%global%issues,%we%will%need%to%address%inequitable%and%unsustainable%patterns%of%
consumption%and% focus%on% fundamental% questions%of%what%does%and%doesn’t% constitute%prosperity,%
wealth,%wellbeing,%and%happiness%in%the%21st%century.%2%

Although%the%United%States%comprises%less%than%five%percent%of%the%world%population,%per%capita%use%of%

resources%is%much%higher%than%other%nations.%For%example,%our%country%consumes%approximately%20%%of%

total%global%primary%energy%consumption3%and%emits%over%16%%of%global%CO2%emissions%from%consumption%

of%energy.%This%disproportionate%use%of%resources%is%responsible%for%corresponding%negative%effects%on%the%

environment%and%social%justice%for%the%entire%world.%Considering%that%the%observed%increase%of%global%

average%temperatures%since%the%mid;20th%century%is%very%likely%due%to%the%observed%increase%in%anthropo;
genic%greenhouse%gas%emissions4,%the%rate%at%which%we%consume%natural%resources%and%contribute%to%climate%

change%are%major%challenges%as%we%head%into%the%21st%century.%As%both%a%dominant%member%of%the%inter;

national%community%and%a%major%contributor%to%these%problems,%the%U.S.%must%face%its%responsibility%to%

address%these%complex%challenges.%%

The%broad%sustainability%movement%that%has%begun%to%extend%across%many%sectors%of%society%in%recent%

decades%emphasizes%quality%over%quantity%and%community%over%individual.%It%emphasizes%long;term%

sustainable%policies%over%short;term%stimulus.%It%seeks%individual,%institutional,%and%societal%change%so%that%

measurements%of%economic%health%include%ecological%and%social%wellbeing,%where%the%rate%of%natural%

resource%consumption%does%not%exceed%the%earth’s%ability%to%replenish%those%resources,%and%where%policy%

actions%are%anchored%in%longer;term%perspectives.%In%general,%the%movement%calls%for%the%adoption%of%

sustainability%as%a%fundamental%principle%at%all%societal%levels.%%

To%move%towards%such%a%far;reaching%sustainability,%it%is%important%to%focus%on%the%institutions%that%make%

up%society%and%their%ability%to%make%changes—and%to%look%in%particular%at%institutions%of%higher%education,%

because%they%emphasize%research,%imagination,%innovative%thinking,%and%have%the%ability%to%experiment%and%

learn,%to%attain%and%integrate%new%knowledge.%If%colleges%and%universities%are%to%prepare%students%for%the%21st%

century,%they%need%to%make%students%aware%of%the%many%present%and%forthcoming%challenges%such%as%those%

discussed%above;%they%need%to%ensure%that%graduates%are%prepared%to%develop%and%practice%sustainability%in%

technology,%public%policy,%education,%and%all%areas%of%their%lives.%As%respected%institutions%in%the%commu;

nity,%colleges%and%universities%also%serve%as%role%models%and%catalysts%for%broader%community%change.%%

Sustainability on Campus 

Institutions%of%higher%education%in%the%21st%century%should%value%and%model%ways%to%develop%sustainable%

societies.%Because%these%integrated%communities%nurture%critical%thinking,%broad%understanding,%individual%

achievement,%leadership,%and%service,%their%graduates%will%participate%in%and%manage%virtually%all%sectors%of%

society.%In%this%sense,%higher%education%has%the%capacity%to%prepare%students%for%a%dynamic%future%by%incor;

porating%sustainability%not%only%into%the%curriculum%and%campus%operations,%but%also%into%the%culture%itself.%%

Colleges%and%universities%need%to%become%learning%environments%that%support%and%nourish%ideas%of%sustain;

able%change%and%innovation%across%all%disciplines.%%

“…institutions% of% higher% learning% have% the% critical%mass% and% diversity% of% skills% to% develop% new%
ideas% and% to% engage% in% bold% experimentation% in% sustainable% living.% They% can% conduct% critical%
research% and% help% develop% new% ideas% and% technologies,% as% well% as% raise% the% level% of% discourse%
regarding%societal%challenges.”5%%
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There%are%encouraging%signs%of%progress,%including%ambitious%activities%at%individual%colleges%and%uni;

versities,%in%the%organizations%that%serve%them,%among%collegiate%networks,%and%in%the%development%of%new%

networks%solely%for%advancing%the%sustainability%movement4.%Much%of%the%recent%activity%at%institutions%

occurs%in%‘green’%practices,%such%as%recycling%and%enhancing%energy%efficiency,%but%the%challenge%of%sustain;

ability%requires%“broader,%systemic%change…in%order%to%take%full%advantage%of%sustainability’s%capacity%to%

make%education%more%deeply%integrative%and%purposeful.”%17%%

According%to%Tom%Kelly,%Sustainability%Coordinator%at%the%University%of%New%Hampshire:%

“Building% the% sustainable% learning% community% begins% by% reformulating% the% question% bwhat% is%
sustainabilityb% to% bwhat% sustains% us?…% the% question% elicits% a% genuine% sense% of% the% breadth% and%
inclusiveness% of% sustainability% without% reference% to% any% particular% report% or% international% agree]
ment.%This%intuitive%or%common]sense%grasp%of%sustainability%is%fundamental%to%building%a%common%
purpose,% because% common% sense% reflects% common% values% that% provide% a% foundation% for% dialogue,%
critical%reflection,%and%collaboration.%It%also%aligns%with%the%idea%of%bquality%of%lifeb%as%a%rich,%complex%
tapestry%that%shapes%bwhat%people%are%able%to%do%and%to%be’….”%6%%

One%encouraging%sign%is%the%development%of%various%indicators%and%metrics%to%assess%progress%in%becoming%

more%sustainable.%Perhaps%the%most%comprehensive%and%widely;used%system%is%STARS,%the%Sustainability%

Tracking,%Assessment,%and%Rating%System%developed%by%the%Association%for%the%Advancement%of%Sustain;

ability%in%Higher%Education,%now%used%by%over%400%colleges%and%universities.%7%%

2. Sustainability at Moravian College 

In%many%ways,%the%current%drive%for%campus%sustainability%at%Moravian%emerged%in%the%spring%of%2007,%when%

senior%Elyse%Jurgen%undertook%an%independent%study%on%how%to%reduce%greenhouse%gas%emissions%(GHG)%

and%make%Moravian%a%leading%example%of%sustainability;%Elyse%also%served%as%the%first%campus%sustainability%

intern%for%the%Alliance%for%Sustainable%Communities–Lehigh%Valley%(“the%Alliance”).%In%addition%to%her%aca;

demic%work%and%work%on%other%campuses,%Elyse%convened%a%Sustainability%Task%Force%(since%re;formed%as%

the%Sustainability%Committee)%of%students,%faculty,%and%staff%who%wanted%to%work%for%a%more%sustainable%

Moravian.%They%met%several%times%in%the%course%of%the%semester%to%explore%what%sustainability%would%mean%

at%Moravian%and%develop%ideas%for%actions%to%move%forward%in%campus%operations,%academics,%planning%and%

administration,%collaboration,%and%community%engagement.%Elyse%urged%Moravian%to%sign%the%American%

College%&%University%Presidents%Climate%Commitment8%and%the%Talloires%Declaration,%a%principled%set%of%

sustainability%goals.9%Elyse%was%invited%to%present%this%proposal%at%the%May%2007%meeting%of%the%presidents%

of%the%six%LVAIC%schools.%While%this%did%not%lead%to%a%decision%to%sign%these%commitments,%it%did%result%in%a%

request%for%LVAIC%to%organize%a%conference%on%campus%sustainability%in%the%Lehigh%Valley.%%

One%important%step%was%initiated%early%in%2012,%when%Moravian’s%Sustainability%Committee%worked%with%

LVAIC’s%Director%of%Sustainability%Initiatives%to%convene%a%series%of%workshops%to%explore%pathways%toward%

sustainability%at%Moravian.%This%important%effort%is%described%in%more%detail%in%the%section%on%Admini;

stration%&%Planning,%but%is%mentioned%here%because%continuing%to%explore%people’s%concepts%and%visions%

of%sustainability%is%critical.%%

The%following%examination%of%sustainability%initiatives%and%activities%at%Moravian%is%organized%using%the%

three%major%divisions%used%by%the%STARS%program%mentioned%above.%We%have%made%one%departure%from%

their%current%outline%by%grouping%efforts%to%engage%both%the%campus%community%and%the%larger%community%

in%a%separate%section%on%Community%Engagement.%%
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Curriculum, Research, & Student Engagement 

A%liberal%arts%education%is%particularly%compatible%with%sustainability%because%it%emphasizes%interdisci;

plinary%learning%and%encourages%students%to%make%connections%with%social,%economic,%and%environmental%

issues.%This%is%essential%for%future%graduates%who%will%work%to%address%complex%challenges%of%the%21st%

century.%A%recent%abstract%for%a%paper%submitted%by%members%of%the%Moravian%faculty%reads:%

“Climate% change% ranks% among% the% greatest% human% rights% issues% now% and% for% future% generations.%
Although%people% from%many%nations%comprehend%the%gravity%of%the%situation,%the%dearth%of%under]
standing%of%the%issues%and%their%urgency%in%the%United%States%continues%to%thwart%any%real%progress%
in%national%or%international%policy.”10%%

The%challenge%in%addressing%climate%change%goes%beyond%sophisticated%scientific%and%political%analyses,%it%

also%requires%the%knowledge%and%wisdom%of%psychologists%and%philosophers,%poets%and%preachers,%his;

torians%and%humanists%to%help%us%see%and%communicate%hard%truths%and%inspire%individual%and%social%

change.11%At%Moravian%College,%we%are%fortunate%because%this%does%not%require%any%major%change%to%the%

College’s%mission;%it%is%consonant%with%the%current%mission%statement:%%

“The%College%seeks% to%develop% in%students%of%all%backgrounds% the%capacity% to% learn,% reflect,% reason,%
communicate,% and% act% with% integrity% as% individuals% and% in% association% with% others...the% ever]
increasing%pressure%on%the%environment%also%demands%that%we%prepare%our%students%not%only%to%live%
in%such%a%world,%but%also%to%change%it%for%the%better.”%

This%mission%statement%was%undoubtedly%shaped%in%part%by%the%teachings%of%John%Amos%Comenius,%who%

had%a%strong%influence%on%the%founders%of%Moravian%College%in%the%mid;18th%century%and%is%considered%by%

many%to%be%the%“father%of%modern%education”.% Comenius%is%widely%known%for%advocating%universal%edu;

cation,%experiential%learning,%and%a%responsibility%to%improve%society%as%a%whole.%These%teachings%have%

contributed%to%a%rich%history%of%educational%innovation%and%quality%at%Moravian,%and—just%as%Comenius’%

ideologies%required%radical%reforms%in%pedagogy%and%educational%institutions%in%his%time—the%sustainability%

movement%challenges%many%of%our%existing%paradigms%of%the%21st%century.%Comenius%believed%in%inter;

disciplinary%education%that%is%grounded%in%the%natural%world,%and%that%is%now%more%important%than%ever.%In%

his%most%widely;known%work,%“The%Whole%Art%of%Teaching”,%Comenius%writes%“The%proper%education%of%the%

young%does%not%consist%of%stuffing%their%heads%with%a%mass%of%words,%sentences,%and%ideas%dragged%together%

out%of%various%authors,%but%in%opening%up%their%understanding%to%the%outer%world,%so%that%a%living%stream%

may%flow%from%their%own%minds,%just%as%leaves,%flowers,%and%fruit%spring%from%the%bud%on%a%tree”. 12%What%

better%way%for%the%college%to%carry%on%the%legacy%of%Comenius%than%to%pioneer%sustainability?%%

Moravian%already%has%made%great%strides%towards%incorporating%sustainability%into%its%educational%program,%

as%shown%by%the%following%examples:%%

Palmerton Zinc Superfund Site 

Moravian%students%and%faculty%have%worked%in%partnership%with%the%Lehigh%Gap%Nature%Center%(‘LGNC’)%

since%2005%and%the%Moravian;LGNC%partnership%is%at%the%forefront%of%higher%education’s%involvement%with%

superfund%site%restoration%and%conservation.%%%

“As%of%2009,%only%322%of%our%nation’s%1,596%Superfund%sites%have%been%cleaned%up%and%de]listed.%And%
only%one%site%has%been%converted%to%a%nature%center%and%deeply%involved%undergraduates%and%faculty%
from% a% small,% private% liberal% arts% college% in% the% restoration% work% and% conservation% research.% The%
progress%at%this%site%has%received%state%and%national%attention,%and%the%Moravian]LGNC%partnership%
is%the%subject%of%a%case%study%on%transformational%research%in%a%recent%national%publication”13%
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A%significant%number%of%Superfund%sites%remain%problematic,%and%more%institutions%of%higher%education%

around%the%country%are%beginning%to%get%involved%with%restoration%programs%in%an%effort%to%protect%the%

environment%and%provide%unique%experiential%learning%opportunities.%The%Moravian;LGNC%partnership%has%

the%potential%to%enrich%the%lives%and%learning%experiences%of%students%for%years%to%come.%

Climate Crises Course 

Students%in%the%course%“Climate%Crises:%Past,%Present,%and%Future”,%co;taught%by%Professors%%Diane%Husic%

and%Hilde%Binford,%explore%ways%to%achieve%carbon%neutrality.%Each%class%pays%a%fee%and%then%selects%a%

project%to%reduce%carbon%emissions%enough%to%offset%their%own%carbon%footprints.%In%2012,%the%students%

decided%to%purchase%CFLs%(compact%fluorescent%lights)%for%the%Jo%Smith%dormitory%because%it%was%still%using%

incandescent%lighting%and%because%it%housed%mostly%first;year%students%who%would%benefit%from%witnessing%

the%2012–2013%In%Focus%theme%of%sustainability%in%action.%The%class%determined%that%there%were%270%75;Watt%

lamps%in%the%dormitory%rooms,%and,%after%checking%reviews,%the%class%selected%the%Phillips%18;Watt%CFLs%

(rated%for%12,000%hours)%as%replacements.%Based%on%replacement%cost%(~$775),%life%expectancy%(11%years),%and%

estimated%yearly%energy%cost,%the%savings%to%the%college%is%nearly%$20,000%over%the%life%of%the%CFLs.%For%the%

first%year%alone,%there%is%over%a%100%%return%on%investment%(ROI).%Ultimately,%an%investment%of%only%$775%

saves%the%college%$1,800/year—a%remarkable%230%%ROI.%%

Civil Society Observers at the United Nations Climate Change Process  

In%2009,%Moravian%was%accredited%to%attend%the%annual%Conference%of%the%Parties%(COP)%meetings%as%mem;

bers%of%civil%society,%a%recognition%given%to%only%a%handful%of%small%colleges%in%the%U.S.14%The%COP%meetings,%

arising%from%the%United%Nations%Framework%Convention%on%Climate%Change%(UNFCCC)%in%the%early%1990s,%

seek%to%develop%international%policy%to%reduce%greenhouse%gas%emissions%and%mitigate%the%impacts%of%global%

climate%change.%Moravian%has%remained%active%in%the%process%each%year%since%its%accreditation.%Students%in%

the%“Negotiating%our%Climate%Future%on%an%International%Stage”%course,%co;taught%by%Dr.%Diane%Husic%and%

Dr.%Hilde%Binford,%have%had%the%opportunity%to%attend%the%COP;%since%2009,%close%to%30%students,%faculty,%

alumni,%and%friends%of%the%college%have%attended%these%meetings. Information%gleaned%from%negotiators,%

educational%panels,%and%meetings%with%NGO%representatives%is%shared%through%the%Moravian%College%at%the%

UNFCCC%blog15%to%help%educate%the%campus%community%and%the%public%about%the%science,%policy,%and%social%

issues%associated%with%climate%change%and%the%development%of%multilateral%environmental%policy.%Many%

student%participants%have%gone%on%to%graduate%studies%in%climate%policy%or%a%career%related%to%sustainability.%

One%faculty%participant%is%active%in%developing%state%and%regional%climate%change%adaptation%policies%and%

serves%on%an%international%steering%committee%for%Research%and%Independent%NGOs.%Faculty%member%Hilde%

Binford%and%one%student%are%also%active%in%communications%and%grassroots%engagement%with%the%Climate%

Reality%Project.%

In Focus Year on Sustainability 

The%2012–2013%In%Focus%theme%of%Sustainability%resulted%in%a%notable%increase%in%academic%and%campus%

attention%to%sustainability,%at%least%in%an%academic%context.%The%importance%of%this%innovative%approach%and%

the%value%of%the%high;quality%speakers%cannot%be%overstated.%Speakers%Sandra%Steingraber,%Winona%LaDuke,%

and%Julian%Aygeman%addressed%the%environmental%aspects%of%sustainability%and%the%need%to%incorporate%the%

concepts%of%equality,%active%participation%in%policymaking,%and%economic%and%social%justice.%A%campus;wide%

newsletter%kept%all%members%of%the%community%informed%on%the%events%and%activities.%In%addition%to%the%

speakers,%there%were%film%screenings,%sustainability;themed%art%events,%visiting%writer%lectures%and%readings,%

a%panel%discussion%connecting%indigenous%sustainability%and%cultures,%and%a%talk%by%hydrologist%Fernando%

Miralles;Wilhelm.%Despite%the%active%interest%from%students%who%heard%these%speakers%and%participated%in%

related%classroom%and%campus%events,%there%was%little%attention%to%developing%or%encouraging%students%to%
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bridge%the%gap%between%sustainability%as%a%concept%and%working%for%sustainability%in%campus%operations%and%

culture.%Even%with%the%monthly%newsletter%to%the%entire%campus%community,%the%In%Focus%program%had%only%

limited%success%in%engaging%the%student%body%as%a%whole.%%

Student Projects 

We%were%unable%to%compile%a%complete%list%of%sustainability;related%students%project,%but%the%class%of%2013%

alone%has%a%strong%record:%

- Nicole%Belanger%(Mathematics)%researched%campus%greenhouse%gas%emissions,%identified%clear%

opportunities%to%improve%lighting%in%Reeves%Library,%and%made%recommendations%to%reduce%

Moravian’s%carbon%footprint%(and%save%money%at%the%same%time),%as%part%of%her%2012%Campus%

Sustainability%Internship%with%the%Alliance%for%Sustainable%Communities%–%Lehigh%Valley.%%

- Marla%Bianca%(Chemistry%and%Environmental%Science)%completed%an%honors%project%on%the%

Lehigh%Gap%Nature%Center%Superfund%site%at%Palmerton.%

- Garth%Denton;Borhaug%(Environmental%Science)%researched%campus%sustainability%and%

opportunities%for%community%engagement,%and%completed%a%project%for%energy%conservation%

in%classrooms.%The%work%was%done%as%part%of%a%Campus%Sustainability%Internship%with%the%

Alliance%and%led%to%this%report.%%

- Grant%Pellitteri%(Environmental%Policy%and%Economics)%researched%health%impacts%of%two%

serious%air%quality%problems%in%the%Lehigh%Valley—ground;level%ozone%and%fine;particle%

pollution%[PM2.5]—and%explored%ways%to%raise%awareness,%reduce%pollution%levels,%and%

minimize%exposure.%(Air%Quality%internship%with%the%Alliance.)%

- Gina%Seier%(Environmental%Policy)%completed%an%independent%study%examining%possibilities%

for%improving%food%served%on%campus.%

- Kirby%White%(Environmental%Policy)%helped%develop%a%Fresh%Food%Access%Plan%for%Lehigh%

Valley%as%part%of%an%internship%with%Buy%Fresh%Buy%Local%Greater%Lehigh%Valley%and%the%

Nurture%Nature%Center.%

Campus Operations 

Many%institutions%of%higher%learning%study%and%teach%about%the%limits%of%growth%and%consumption,%the%need%

to%preserve%ecosystem%integrity%and%biodiversity,%the%value%of%supporting%local%economies,%and%emerging%

issues%of%social%justice%and%human%rights—but%they%also%need%to%implement%policies%and%practices%to%make%

their%own%operations%sustainable.%Many%sustainability%initiatives%have%the%potential%to%reduce%GHG%emis;

sions,%reduce%pollution,%and%protect%students’%health—and%they%often%reduce%operating%expenses%and%enjoy%

rapid%payback%of%funds%invested.%This%not%only%helps%the%campus%save%energy%and%reduce%its%carbon%foot;

print,%it%helps%it%to%become%an%ecologically;responsible%and%literate%community,%further%elevating%its%status%

as%a%role%model%to%the%larger%community.%

Many%of%the%College’s%initiatives%to%make%campus%operations%more%sustainable%grew%out%of%student%projects%

or%advocacy.%For%example,%the%Sustainability%Task%Force%was%convened%by%student%Elyse%Jurgen%(’07)%as%part%

of%her%campus%sustainability%internship.%College;wide%greenhouse%gas%inventories%were%completed%by%stu;

dents:%an%Environmental%Economics%class%in%2007,%Chiu%Cheng%(’08),%and%Nicole%Belanger%’13.%Other%intern;

ship%projects%explored%ways%to%get%the%Greek%houses%to%implement%recycling%and%energy;conservation%

measures,%and%of%ways%to%have%Dining%Services%serve%sustainably;grown%food.%Unfortunately,%many%of%these%

initiatives%and%projects%were%not%adequately%supported%by%the%institution%and%had%only%limited%success.%%
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The%Facilities%Management,%Planning,%and%Construction%Department%(‘Facilities’)%has%made%some%important%

strides%such%as%replacing%some%inefficient%lighting%systems%with%newer,%more%efficient%systems%and%making%

the%reduction%of%energy%waste%a%key%element%in%the%renovations%now%underway%in%Collier%Hall%of%Science.%In%

2005,%the%college%received%a%commendation%from%the%City%of%Bethlehem%for%“its%large%and%consistent%contri;

butions%of%paper,%cardboard,%yard%waste%and%other%recyclables”. %Since%then,%Facilities%has%added%more%

recycling%bins%around%campus%and%in%classrooms.%Furthermore,%several%Facilities%staff%members%and%the%

LVAIC%Director%of%Sustainability%Initiatives%have%been%helpful%to%students%working%on%or%interested%in%

sustainability%projects.%

Despite%these%promising%efforts,%they%only%scratch%the%surface%of%what%it%will%take%to%truly%make%the%campus%

sustainable;%too%many%valuable%projects%are%never%implemented%or%are%ignored%entirely.%The%absence%of%a%

consistent%process%to%identify%indicators%of%sustainability,%track%progress,%and%make%accomplishments%visible%

to%the%campus%community%undermines%the%College’s%ability%to%move%sustainability%to%the%next%level.%%

Engaging the Community  

Sustainability%in%the%liberal%arts%encompasses%nearly%all%academic%disciplines;%perhaps%more%importantly,%

it%also%demands%that%they%collaborate%to%coordinate%curriculum%and%experiential%learning.%Creating%and%

facilitating%environments%for%students,%faculty,%and%staff%to%develop%their%understanding%and%responses%to%

sustainability%challenges%encourages%a%unique%type%of%“social%learning”%that%takes%place%in%the%informal%and%

social%contexts%of%institutions%of%higher%education.%In%a%social%learning%environment,%people%from%diverse%

backgrounds%can%meet%and%interact,%generating%more%open,%equitable,%and%rich%learning%processes.%Culti;

vating%sustainable%learning%environments,%and%maintaining%a%diverse%and%strong%community%on%campus%

requires%firm%and%consistent%effort.%Once%established,%however,%strong%communities%become%a%source%of%

physical%and%emotional%support,%protection,%belonging,%and%happiness.%Institutions%of%higher%learning%

should%exemplify%the%strengths%of%sustainable%communities:%safe%and%respecting,%ecologically%literate,%

healthy,%and%supportive.6,%16,%17,%18%

Many%of%the%problems%facing%society%today%demand%not%only%individual%responses%but%collective%action%and%

policies%that%support%sustainability.%To%be%successful,%sustainability%efforts%must%engage%both%the%campus%

community%and%the%larger%community%of%which%the%College%is%a%part.%At%Moravian,%an%institution%that%draws%

upon%the%teachings%of%John%Amos%Comenius,%community%engagement%and%efforts%to%improve%the%commu;

nity%should%be%seen%as%a%critical%part%of%the%educational%experience.%

The Campus Community 

In%addition%to%incorporating%sustainability%at%the%core%of%the%curriculum%and%undertaking%specific%projects%to%

improve%campus%operations,%the%College%needs%more%active%efforts%to%make%the%concept%of%sustainability%an%

integral%part%of%the%campus%culture.%Treating%academics,%campus%operations,%and%planning%as%isolated%

efforts%denies%their%interdependence%and%misses%a%key%opportunity%to%move%efforts%to%a%higher%level.%As%

noted%above,%the%monthly%InFocus%newsletter%did%a%great%job%of%covering%the%academic%theme%of%sustain;

ability,%but%despite%these%efforts,%poor%attendance%for%a%number%of%events%and%the%absence%of%discussion%

beyond%the%environmental%studies%discourse%evidenced%a%significant%issue:%%most%members%of%the%College%

community%were%not%engaged.% 

On%most%campuses,%students%play%a%critical%role%in%the%success%of%sustainability%efforts,%and%student%organi;

zations%create%events%and%activities%that%engage%other%students—and%they%often%contribute%new%ideas%and%

directions%as%well.%Moravian’s%Environmental%Coalition,%generally%known%as%ECO,%is%a%good%example.%
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ECO 

In%the%early%2000s,%students%formed%the%Environmental%Coalition%to%organize%and%empower%their%interest%

in%and%passion%for%improving%the%environment.%From%2006–2008,%EnviroCo—as%it%was%then%known—orga;

nized%and%presented%campus%events,%Earth%Day%celebrations,%films,%Monocacy%Creek%cleanup%efforts,%and%

community%speakers%on%topics%ranging%from%sustainable%food%to%energy%conservation%to%‘green%building’. %In%

2007,%EnviroCo%made%a%number%of%recommendations%calculated%to%improve%sustainability%at%the%new%dorm%

now%known%as%the%Hill.%Although%these%recommendations%were%not%implemented,%the%students%involved%

gained%valuable%knowledge%of%ways%to%improve%buildings%and%how%to%interact%with%the%administration.%

Activity%slumped%for%a%while,%but%a%few%students’%efforts%led%to%a%newly;energized%ECO%in%2013.%In%the%

spring%semester,%ECO%created%and%staffed%an%excellent%‘eco;homestead’%to%showcase%sustainable%practices%in%

the%home%and%backyard%as%part%of%“Earth%Days%on%the%Greenway”,%organized%by%the%Sierra%Club’s%Lehigh%

Valley%group.%Located%in%South%Bethlehem,%it%brought%together%environmental%organizations,%schools,%arts%

communities,%and%social%action%groups%to%educate,%inspire,%celebrate,%and%raise%awareness%of%the%many%earth;

friendly%initiatives%and%organizations%in%the%surrounding%community.%%%

The%success%of%the%eco;homestead%project%and%rising%confidence%in%a%revitalized%ECO%for%next%year%are%both%

positive%signs.!However,%ECO%and%other%student;led%sustainability%initiatives%are%at%risk%of%losing%momen;

tum%without%a%stronger%support%structure%and%greater%emphasis%on%sustainability%in%the%campus%culture.%

Although%this%was%the%In%Focus%year%for%sustainability,%ECO’s%accomplishments%went%largely%unnoticed.%

Such%achievements,%along%with%individual%student%projects,%depend%upon%an%environment%that%encourages%

campus;wide%discussion%and%engagement.%We%need%support%structures%and%an%emphasis%on%sustainability%

that%begin%at%the%highest%levels%of%leadership%and%extend%throughout%the%college%community;%otherwise,%

individuals%and%student%groups%will%continue%to%find%it%difficult%to%build%continuity%and%enthusiasm.%%

Collaboration with Other Colleges 

Collaboration%with%nearby%colleges%and%universities%is%now%seen%as%an%important%element%of%campus%sus;

tainability,%and%the%colleges%here%in%the%Lehigh%Valley%already%have%a%strong%foundation%for%such%collabo;

ration%in%the%Lehigh%Valley%Association%of%Independent%Colleges%(LVAIC).%The%first%sustainability;related%

example%of%such%collaboration%was%the%Sustainable%Campuses%Conference%held%at%DeSales%University%in%the%

spring%of%2009.%(Developed%in%response%to%Elyse%Jurgen’s%presentation%to%the%presidents%in%2007.)%

The%Sustainable%Campuses%Conference%included%speakers%and%workshops%on%a%variety%of%topics%such%as%

organic%farming,%biodiesel,%energy%conservation,%and%sustainability%in%dining%services;%it%also%included%a%

student%poster%session%with%many%entries%from%students%at%all%the%LVAIC%colleges,%and%a%“Green%Vendor%

Expo”19.%(Note:%Some%of%these%sessions%are%available%as%podcasts%through%iTunes%University.20)%The%confer;

ence%was%very%well%received%and%attended,%and%afterwards%there%was%strong%faculty%and%student%enthusiasm%

for%another%conference%within%a%year.%When%LVAIC%did%not%respond%to%requests%for%another%conference%

during%the%2009;2010%academic%year,%one%of%the%organizers%of%the%original%conference,%Jason%Slipp%of%Lehigh%

University’s%Library%&%Technology%Services,%enlisted%students,%key%people%at%the%colleges,%and%community%

members%to%create%a%Lehigh%Valley%Student%Sustainability%Conference.%Held%in%November%2009%at%North;

ampton%Community%College’s%Fowler%Southside%Center,%the%conference%was%sponsored%by%the%Alliance%for%

Sustainable%Communities%with%funds%provided%by%the%six%individual%colleges%and%universities%and%a%number%

of%business%sponsors.%

Collaboration%among%institutions%of%higher%education%and%with%community%organizations%not%only%helps%

solve%sustainability%challenges,%it%creates%a%variety%of%opportunities%for%students,%faculty,%and%staff.%%
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The Larger Community  

Our%knowledge%of%the%scientific,%social,%and%other%factors%that%contribute%to%sustainability%is%constantly%ad;

vancing.%Institutions%of%higher%education%can%be%powerful%catalysts,%allies,%and%partners%in%envisioning,%plan;

ning,%and%acting%to%create%a%sustainable%future%in%the%region%and%beyond.%By%engaging%and%collaborating%

with%the%larger%community,%students%develop%leadership%and%communication%skills%and%deepen%their%under;

standings%of%practical,%real;world%problems%and%processes%and%the%challenges%of%creating%sustainable%solu;

tions21.%It%is%noteworthy%that%the%Sustainability%Committee’s%mission%statement%22%includes%the%following:%

As%good%citizens%it%is%incumbent%upon%us%to%freely%and%widely%share%the%lessons%we%have%learned%with%
all%the%members%of%our%campus%community,%with%our%Moravian%family%around%the%world,%with%our%
neighbors% in% the%City% of% Bethlehem% and% the% Lehigh%Valley,%with% our% peers% and% colleagues%within%
higher%education,%and%to%anyone%else%“out%there”%willing%to%listen%and%learn%with%us.%

Moravian%students%benefit%the%larger%community%by%contributing%thousands%of%hours%of%volunteer%com;

munity%service%each%year.%Moravian’s%Center%for%Leadership%and%Service%offers%a%number%of%ways%to%get%

involved%on%campus%and%in%the%Bethlehem%community,%including%volunteering%at%the%local%food%bank,%

mentoring%students%in%the%Bethlehem%Area%School%District,%and%participating%in%community;based%work%

study.%In%the%context%of%sustainability,%however,%public%engagement%needs%to%go%beyond%volunteerism%and%

foster%active%collaboration%with%community%members%and%organizations,%both%at%the%institutional%level%and%

through%student%internships.%Active%collaboration%on%sustainability%efforts%with%local%farms,%public%schools,%

and%community%organizations%would%benefit%the%whole%community%and%provide%invaluable%learning%experi;

ences%for%students,%faculty,%and%staff.%%

Internships%with%organizations%such%as%the%Alliance%for%Sustainable%Communities–Lehigh%Valley,%the%Bethle;

hem%Food%Co;op,%Buy%Fresh;Buy%Local,%the%Kellyn%Foundation,%and%the%Nurture%Nature%Center,%to%name%a%

few,%can%provide%valuable%learning%experiences%for%all%involved,%and%the%Leadership%Center%is%well%equipped%

to%foster%these%types%of%engagement%at%a%much%higher%level.%%

Administration & Planning  

Beginning%in%the%late%2000’s,%efforts%made%by%students%like%Elyse%Jurgen%’07%and%Chiu%Cheng%’08%developed%

considerable%momentum%for%campus;wide%sustainability%initiatives%at%the%College.%To%a%great%extent,%their%

efforts%energized%a%demand%for%progress%towards%sustainability,%and%encouraged%what%would%soon%become%

the%first%major%commitments%to%sustainability%made%by%the%College’s%administration.%

In%the%fall%of%2007,%campus%sustainability%intern%Chiu%Cheng%reinforced%the%recommendation%made%earlier%by%

Elyse%Jurgen%that%President%Thomforde%sign%the%Talloires%Declaration%and%the%American%College%and%Uni;

versity%Presidents%Climate%Commitment%(ACUPCC)%(Attachments%F%&%G).%Although%no%action%was%taken%on%

the%ACUPCC,%President%Thomforde%signed%the%Talloires%Declaration%at%the%2008%Earth%Day%celebration.%At%

the%same%event,%alumnus%Jonathan%D.%Soden%’91%announced%establishment%of%a%$40,000%fund%to%support%

future%programs%and%activities%for%the%Sustainability%Committee.%According%to%Moravian’s%news%release,23%

signing%the%Talloires%Declaration%“affirms%Moravian’s%commitment%to%environmental%sustainability”. %

Shortly%thereafter,%President%Thomforde%reconstituted%the%Sustainability%Task%Force%as%the%Sustainability%

Committee,%to%provide%oversight%on%campus%sustainability%and%explore%ways%to%implement%the%goals%of%the%

Talloires%Declaration.%

Since%the%Sustainability%Committee%was%reestablished%in%2008,%it%has%discussed%and%planned%many%sus;

tainability%initiatives.%Some%of%the%more%successful%and%well;known%of%these%initiatives%have%evolved%into%
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annual%developments,%including%a%tree%planting%ceremony,%guest%speakers,%and%an%environmental%film%

series.%Much%of%the%momentum%and%enthusiasm%generated%in%2007%and%2008,%however,%has%since%dissipated.%%%

In%the%spring%of%2012,%the%Sustainability%Committee,%working%with%LVAIC’s%Director%of%Sustainability%Initia;

tives,%convened%a%series%of%workshops%to%explore%pathways%for%sustainability%at%Moravian.%This%important%

initiative%brought%students,%faculty,%and%staff%together%to%look%at%current%practices%in%a%variety%of%areas%and%to%

envision%ways%to%improve.%Working%groups%were%established%to%gather%baseline%records,%document%current%

practices,%explore%potential%issues,%and%finally%recommend%long;%and%short;term%goals%for%sustainability.%

Because%the%In%Focus%theme%for%the%2012–2013%academic%year%was%sustainability,%many%of%us%expected%to%see%

this%process%continue%and%expand%in%the%fall,%but%we%never%saw%any%results%or%recommendations%from%these%

workshops.%Furthermore,%many%working%group%members%\%lost%interest%because%their%work%produced%no%

results,%while%others%have%graduated%and%left%the%area.%As%of%this%writing—over%a%year%after%the%workshops%

occurred—no%specific%progress%reports%have%been%published%or%openly%communicated%to%working%group%

members%or%to%the%campus%community%as%a%whole.%%

For%sustainability%initiatives%to%be%effective,%we%need%a%stronger%understanding%of,%commitment%to,%and%

support%for%sustainable%practices%and%initiatives%at%the%highest%levels%of%leadership%and%throughout%the%

campus%community.%To%institutionalize%sustainable%approaches,%we%need%a%clear%commitment%and%systemic%

change%designed%to%ensure%a%more%comprehensive%approach%and%greater%involvement%of%the%entire%com;

munity,%with%greater%transparency%and%communication%of%progress%and%barriers.%%

Decision Making  

Today,%administrators%at%many%institutions%of%higher%learning%are%faced%with%budgetary%challenges%and%the%

need%to%raise%funds%to%pay%for%the%many%costs%not%covered%by%tuition%and%fees,%and%they%have%increasingly%

come%to%depend%on%economic%criteria%in%their%decision%making%processes.%This%“bottom%line”%thinking%leads%

many%college%and%university%officials%to%use%the%goals%and%language%of%business%(e.g.%competitiveness,%cost;

effectiveness,%deliverables,%accountability,%customer%focus)%to%describe%their%goals.%As%useful%as%these%ap;

proaches%can%be,%they%do%not%necessarily%lead%to%fulfillment%of%the%College’s%mission—and%they%often%lead%

to%results%that%are%unsustainable.%

Moravian%is%making%some%big%decisions,%such%as%major%renovations%of%the%Collier%Hall%of%Science%and%the%

addition%of%four%new%academic%programs%of%study,%including%public%health,%sports%management,%pre;music%

therapy,%and%a%pathway%to%a%master’s%degree%in%athletic%training—but%is%the%impact%on%sustainability%part%of%

the%decision;making%process?%Penn%State’s%2000%Indicators%Report,%“Steps%Toward%a%Sustainable%Univer;

sity”24,% says%that%a%college’s%decision;making%structure%should%embody%the%following%characteristics%to%

promote%sustainability:%

- Decisions%based%on%deep;seated%values.%Sustainable%institutions%recognize%that%economic%

considerations%alone%are%not%adequate%bases%for%wise%decision%making;%deep;seated%values%

and%ethics%are%central%to%sound%decisions.%

- Decision;making%process%is%open.%In%a%sustainable%institution,%information%affecting%

community%members%is%shared%unconditionally.%On%major%issues,%every%effort%is%made%to%

reach%consensus;%questioning%and%debate%are%encouraged.%

One%example%of%the%apparent%tension%between%“bottom%line%thinking”%and%sustainability%principles%appears%

in%the%creation%of%a%campus%land%use%and%facilities%master%plan%for%Moravian.%The%Sustainability%Committee%

encouraged%the%College%to%ensure%that%renovations%to%existing%facilities%and%any%new%buildings%should%meet%

LEED%or%equivalent%guidelines,25%and%a%2010%news%release26%and%pre;bid%conference%information27%indicate%

that%the%Collier%renovations%would%follow%these%guidelines.%However,%more%recent%announcements%from%
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Moravian28%and%the%contractor29%do%not%contain%any%indication%that%the%renovations%will%adhere%to%these%

guidelines.%Has%the%College%failed%to%incorporate%state;of;the;art%energy%efficiency%into%the%renovation%

process?%If%so,%that%is%troubling%in%itself—but%it%also%raises%additional%questions%about%who%made%or%

approved%such%a%decision%and%when%and%why%the%original%decision%was%changed.%%

This%is%important%because%it%presents%an%issue%that%is%crucial%for%progress%in%sustainability:%%Moravian%says%it%

has%a%commitment%to%sustainability,%but%our%actions%do%not%seem%to%be%sync%with%these%commitments.%

Perhaps%valid%considerations%led%to%Moravian%deciding%not%to%adhere%to%LEED;equivalent%guidelines%for%the%

renovations%at%Collier,%but%meeting%LEED%standards%confers%a%variety%of%benefits:%not%only%do%high;efficiency%

buildings%have%lower%operating%costs,%but%construction%costs%are%often%lower%as%well.%Before%abandoning%

such%important%standards,%the%administration%should%engage%the%college%community%in%discussion%and%

exploration%of%the%issue%and%possible%solutions.%

At%the%very%least,%the%Collier%issue%demonstrates%the%need%for%open,%transparent%communications%at%the%

College,%which%sometimes%seems%to%be%preoccupied%with%financial%impacts.%Moravian%is%not%immune,%nor%

could%it%be,%to%a%growing%nation;wide%emphasis%on%economism,16% but%more%open%and%inclusive%processes%

would%generate%a%sense%of%interconnectedness,%trust,%and%cooperation,%all%of%which%contribute%to%more%

engaging%and%more%sustainable%learning%communities—and%can%lead%to%better%decisions.%

A Call to Institutionalize Sustainability 

There%is%a%clear%need%to%move%beyond%isolated%ad%hoc%efforts,%to%approach%sustainability%as%a%long;term%goal%

that%needs%to%be%integrated%not%only%into%academics,%but%into%the%College’s%operations,%planning,%and%admin;

istration.%Such%a%commitment%can%yield%substantial%benefits%to%the%College,%but%it%will%take%substantial%

coordination%and%attention%to%detail.%

The%barriers%and%problems%noted%in%Carleton%College’s%proposal%for%hiring%a%sustainability%coordinator30%

(See%Attachment%E)%also%accurately%describe%the%current%situation%at%Moravian:%“Once%a%leader%graduates,%the%

movement%tends%to%quickly%die%out.%We%see%our%fellow%students’%valiant%efforts%to%make%necessary%improve;

ments—waste%reduction,%and%energy%conservation—and%admire%their%commitment,%but%we%fear%that%with;

out%institutional%memory%these%efforts%will%not%lead%to%lasting%results.”10%We%need%to%address%these%problems%

and%live%up%to%ideals%of%our%own%mission%statement,%which%says,%“Moravian%will%be%a%leader%within%higher%

education—a%community%of%choice%for%students,%faculty%and%administrators,%a%model%of%excellence.”31%%

We%believe%that%Moravian%is%ready%to%move%to%the%next%level,%embracing%sustainability%as%a%unifying%founda;

tion%for%the%liberal%arts%and%sciences—and%that%upholding%sustainability%as%a%key%element%of%its%identity%and%

place%is%especially%appropriate%for%Moravian.%

3. Recommendations 

The%following%recommendations%address%needed%infrastructure%and%polices%to%support%and%encourage%sus;

tainability,%some%specific%changes%to%operations%on%which%immediate%action%is%important,%and%several%areas%

that%need%further%exploration.%They%include%recommendations%to%provide%key%structures%to%support%sustain;

ability,%tangible%actions%that%can%be%taken%quickly,%and%areas%that%will%contribute%to%the%ongoing%develop;

ment%of%a%sustainable%learning%community.%%

Key%to%the%long;term%success%of%all%these%recommendations%is%for%Moravian%to%increase%the%transparency%of%

planning%and%decision;making%processes,%engage%all%members%of%the%college%community,%and%make%needed%

information%available—especially%to%students%working%in%these%areas.%
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Provide Key Structures and an Environment That Encourages & Promotes Sustainability  

! Establish a Green Revolving Fund (GRF) to finance projects with clear, definable benefits. 

GRFs%are%an%innovative%and%affordable%method%that%will%help%Moravian%reduce%operating%costs,%enhance%

sustainability,%and%accelerate%reduction%of%GHG%emissions.%The%GRF%provides%a%fund%with%known%criteria%

and%expedited%availability%of%funds%for%projects%that%result%from%sustainability;focused%courses,%independent%

studies,%internships,%or%individual%creative%thinking.%Results%include%lower%costs%and%a%self;replenishing%

funding%mechanism32.%(See%Attachment%A)%

If%an%effective%GRF%had%been%in%place%during%the%2012%spring%semester,%when%Nicole%Belanger%’13%completed%

a%semester;long%campus%sustainability%internship%with%the%Alliance%for%Sustainable%Communities,%her%

recommendations%probably%would%have%been%implemented,%and%the%small%initial%cost%would%already%have%

been%paid%back%by%lower%electric%bills.%%

The%same%principle%can%be%applied%to%larger%and%more%complex%projects%by%using%campus%projects%to%reduce%

energy%use%and%increase%sustainability%as%high;return,%no;risk%investments%of%endowment%funds.%Consid;

erable%research%by%the%Sustainable%Endowments%Institute%and%the%Billion%Dollar%Green%Challenge%clearly%

establish%the%low%risk%and%high%benefits.33%%

! Register with the Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & Rating System (STARS) developed by 
the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE). 

Widely%recognized%as%the%most%comprehensive%and%transparent%campus%sustainability%measurement%system%

available,%STARS%will%help%Moravian%take%its%sustainability%to%the%next%level%by%addressing%many%of%issues%of%

inconsistency,%lack%of%evaluation,%and%lack%of%transparency%that%have%encumbered%sustainability%initiatives%

in%recent%years.%Most%importantly,%STARS%will%help%us%translate%the%broad%and%inclusive%concepts%of%sustain;

ability%into%measureable%objectives%on%our%campus.15%These%measurements%will%help%the%college%to%track%and%

evaluate%progress%and%success,%establish%meaningful%comparisons%over%time%and%across%institutions,%and%set%

goals%and%generate%new%ideas%in%advancing%sustainability.%Perhaps%even%more%important,%participation%in%

STARS%can%be%used%to%increase%student%engagement%and%interest%in%specific%pathways%to%sustainability.%(See%

Attachment%B.)%

! Make a serious, institution-wide commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions [GHG] and 
sign the American College & University Presidents’ Climate Commitment (ACUPCC) 

Reducing%GHG%emissions%is%an%essential%part%of%becoming%sustainable,%but%it%is%hard%to%maintain%this%focus%

without%a%structured%commitment%as%a%guide.%%Not%only%does%the%ACUPCC%(Attachment%G)%include%specific%

tangible%actions%that%Moravian%can%take,%it%also%provides%a%clear%commitment%to%transparency%and%ongoing%

progress%towards%sustainability%and%eliminating%GHG%emissions.%%

Take tangible steps to reduce GHG and promote campus sustainability 

! Direct Dining Services to transition to sustainably-grown food, including local food 

To%protect%students’%health,%direct%Moravian%Dining%Services%to%actively%pursue%every%opportunity%to%in;

crease%the%use%of%food%that%is%sustainably;grown—without%the%use%of%artificial%fertilizers%or%pesticides%and%

without%use%of%antibiotics%or%growth%hormones—and,%to%the%extent%possible,%locally%grown.%Until%a%Food%

Policy%Council%(see%below)%can%develop%specific%guidelines%for%Moravian,%use%the%Yale%Sustainable%Food%

Purchasing%Guide%(Attachment%I).34%
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! Eliminate the sale and serving of bottled water on campus 

Bottled%water%has%many%negative%environmental,%health,%and%economic%impacts.%The%College%should%start%

immediately%to%phase%out%all%purchases%and%distribution%of%bottled%water%on%campus.%To%support%this%

change,%the%College%will%need%to%add%more%filtered%water%stations%on%campus;%it%should%also%supply%reusable%

stainless;steel%water%bottles%to%incoming%students%and%make%them%available%at%a%steep%discount%to%current%

students.%For%lectures,%panel%discussions,%and%similar%events,%simply%supply%cold%water%and%glasses.%

! Implement the recommendations to stop energy waste in Reeves Library 

In%the%spring%semester%of%2012,%Nicole%Belanger%’13%made%several%recommendations%to%reduce%energy%use%in%

Reeves.%These%should%be%implemented%this%year,%because%the%small%initial%cost%would%be%repaid%before%the%

end%of%the%year%and%would%not%only%reduce%GHG,%but%would%also%reduce%the%uncomfortably%high%illumi;

nation%in%certain%areas.%(See%Attachment%C.)%

! Implement a strict no-idling policy for buses and other campus vehicles. 

The%Lehigh%Valley%consistently%violates%health%standards%of%the%Clean%Air%Act%for%fine%particulate%matter%

(PM2.5)%and%for%ground;level%ozone;%vehicles%are%a%significant%source%of%both%pollutants.%State%law%requires%

operators%of%Diesel%vehicles%to%limit%idling%to%no%more%than%5%minutes%per%hour,%but%the%EPA%has%long%

recommended%stricter%standards%for%buses%picking%up%students%because%of%the%serious%health%problems%

caused%by%Diesel%pollution:%operators%should%shut%off%the%engine%before%opening%the%door%and%not%start%until%

after%all%passengers%have%boarded%and%the%vehicle%is%ready%to%depart.%This%policy%should%be%implemented%

immediately%for%all%Moravian%College%vehicles.%(Drawn%from%Nicole%Belanger’s%project%and%Grant%Pellitteri’s%

research%in%2013.)%

Explore ways to create additional supportive structures 

The%Sustainability%Committee%should%explore%the%following%recommendations%and%develop%plans%to%imple;

ment%them%as%rapidly%as%possible.%%

! Incorporate a clear reference to sustainability in the Moravian College mission statement. 

Let%it%be%known%that%Moravian%is%taking%its%sustainability%to%the%next%level.%Adopting%sustainability%as%part%of%

the%Moravian%vision%sets%the%tone%for%legitimate%progress,%symbolizes%a%commitment%that%sustainability%is%

inherent%to%the%College’s%identity,%and%helps%maintain%focus%in%the%face%of%short;term%priorities%that%may%

conflict%with%sustainability.%%

! Enhance experiential learning by using campus and surrounding community as living laboratories 

A%‘living%laboratory’%approach35%helps%turn%barriers%into%learning%opportunities%that%can%produce%innovative%

thinking%and%solutions%for%sustainability%challenges.%Actual%implementation%would%require%integrating%aca;

demics,%operations,%and%planning,%which%would%depend%on%the%coordinating%presence%of%a%sustainability%

coordinator.%Dickinson%College%Provost%Neil%Weisman%describes%“the%need%to%connect%the%classroom%with%

local,%regional,%and%global%communities%with%an%emphasis%on%place;based%experiential%learning”%and%went%

on%to%point%out%that%“As%the%Presidents’%Climate%Commitment%indicates,%campus%operations%can%and%must%

become%‘living%laboratories’%of%sustainability%for%the%application%of%ideas,%skills,%and%values%developed%in%the%

classroom.%In%so%doing,%higher%education%institutions%model%“real”%practices%beneficially%adopted%and%

adapted%in%other%communities.”36%(See%attachment%D)%

What%could%be%a%more%appropriate%setting%for%such%a%‘learning%community’%approach%to%comprehensive%

experiential%learning%than%Moravian%College,%founded%by%followers%of%John%Amos%Comenius?%%
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! Create a position of Sustainability Coordinator and an Office of Sustainability 

A%dedicated%sustainability%coordinator%would%facilitate%and%support%efforts%to%improve%transparency,%

consistency,%and%integration%of%sustainability%initiatives.%Much%of%the%reasoning%is%covered%in%the%report%on%

creating%a%coordinator%position%at%Carleton%College.
30 
(See%Attachment%E%for%an%excerpt.)%Since%this%position%

should%integrate%academics,%operations,%and%technical%areas,%the%coordinator%should%be%part%of%a%new%Office%

of%Sustainability,%with%a%responsibility%to%integrate%the%various%aspects%of%sustainability,%including%

curriculum%and%research,%campus%operations,%community%engagement,%and%planning%and%administration.%

Encouraging,%supporting,%and%recognizing%student%efforts%would%be%an%important%part%of%the%coordinator’s%

work.%

! Develop and support a food policy council to set standards for food served on campus 

Support%and%encourage%students%and%staff%to%form%a%food%policy%council—composed%primarily%of%students%

with%a%strong%interest%in%food,%health,%and%sustainability—to%guide%continuing%efforts%to%have%Dining%

Services%support%students’%health%by%phasing%out%food%that%is%not%sustainably%grown,%support%local%and%

organic%growers,%and%to%operate%more%sustainably.%%

! Make sustainability-related projects a priority with the Center for Leadership and Service. 

The%Leadership%Center%is%in%a%unique%position%to%encourage%students%to%support%campus%and%community%

sustainability%through%volunteer%work,%internships,%and%collaborative%projects.%A%focus%on%sustainability;

related%projects%would%cultivate%new%and%mutually;reinforcing%relationships%to%enhance%sustainability%in%

our%local%community,%complement%and%reinforce%sustainability%initiatives%on%campus,%and%forge%closer,%more%

enduring%links%with%the%larger%community.%

! Work with other Lehigh Valley colleges & universities to convene an annual conference on 
sustainability for students, faculty, and staff  

Given%the%success%of%and%enthusiasm%for%the%previous%conferences%(see%the%Collaboration%With%Other%

Colleges%section%above),%Moravian%should%ask%LVAIC%and%the%other%area%colleges%and%universities%to%join%

efforts%for%an%annual%sustainability%conference%with%a%strong%focus%on%student%projects,%initiatives,%and%

campus%activities.%%

! Improve communication of sustainability efforts and achievements at Moravian 

In%the%course%of%this%project,%we%saw%many%indications%of%progress,%but%were%unable%to%find%substantive%

information%on%what%has%been%done%or%is%being%planned,%and%most%people%never%learn%about%successes%such%

as%Moravian%at%the%UNFCCC,%improvements%by%Facilities,%and%the%work%of%the%Sustainability%Committee.%%

! Establish a campus / community garden 

Create%opportunities%for%students%to%get%directly%involved%in%supplying%the%campus%and%community%with%

healthy,%sustainably;grown%food,%and%working%to%enhance%the%surrounding%habitat%for%native%pollinators%

and%other%wildlife.%Dickinson%College%and%nearby%Lafayette%College%provide%excellent%examples%of%what%can%

be%done%and%how%beneficial%they%are%to%the%campus%community.%

! Develop an academic minor in Sustainability. 

Work%with%faculty%to%encourage%interdisciplinary%engagement%for%sustainability;related%and%sustainability;

focused%curricula.%%
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! Create a dedicated space for the Environmental Science and Studies program and establish a 
permanent location where projects and initiatives of the past can reside.  

The%Environmental%Science%and%Policy%program%has%grown%rapidly%since%its%development,%and%as%concerns%

for%the%environment%continue%to%increase,%so%will%the%demand%for%majors%in%environmental%studies.%Creating%

a%dedicated%space,%similar%to%the%periodical%rooms%of%the%natural%sciences%departments%in%Collier,%is%a%logical%

step%to%explore%in%the%coming%years.%%

4. Conclusion 

Moravian%College%has%made%many%important%sustainability%initiatives,%but%having%to%define%sustainability%

incrementally%or%in%‘pieces’%indicates%a%fragmented%approach%that%does%not%live%up%to%the%ideals%of%campus%

sustainability.%Despite%the%awareness%created%by%the%InFocus%year%on%sustainability,%most%sustainability%

initiatives%are%largely%invisible%and%inaccessible.%There%is%little%or%no%communication,%outreach,%or%engage;

ment%on%non;academic%aspects%of%sustainability, % no%system%in%place%to%track%and%assess%progress%and%

success,%no%clearly;defined%and%articulated%goals%for%improving%sustainability,%and%no%strong%and%consistent%

leadership%from%the%top.%As%a%result,%important%connections%are%not%made%between%the%academic,%opera;

tional,%and%planning%aspects%of%sustainability.%%

The%open%process%used%to%develop%the%principles%of%the%Earth%Charter,37%one%of%the%earliest%efforts%to%improve%

on%the%limited%definition%from%the%Brundtland%Commission,%provides%an%excellent%example%of%an%inclusive%

and%participatory%process%that%could%help%Moravian%develop%a%more%comprehensive%vision%and%practice%of%

sustainability.%It%was%not%developed%by%a%panel%of%‘experts’%and%handed%down;%it%grew%from%an%analysis%of%

the%principles%embodied%in%various%international%legal%documents%and%was%then%developed%through%an%ex;

tensive%participatory%review%with%thousands%of%written%comments%from%around%the%world.%%

Finally,%despite%the%substantial%educational,%environmental,%and%financial%benefits,%the%administration%seems%

reluctant%to%make%real%investments%in%sustainability.%In%the%area%of%operations,%the%focus%has%been%almost%

exclusively%on%recycling%and%energy.%

Moravian%has%developed%a%foundation,%but%needs%to%move%beyond%the%limiting%concept%of%resource%conser;

vation%and%work%for%a%more%comprehensive%approach%at%the%institutional%level.%Making%sustainability%more%

central%to%our%institution%is%difficult%and%complex—but%essential.%It%will%require%a%new%approach%to%leader;

ship,%infrastructure,%and%operational%goals%and%will%affect%us%all:%students,%faculty,%staff,%and%alumni.%%

This%report%recaps%some%of%Moravian’s%many%accomplishments%and%concludes%with%a%challenge%to%high;level%

decision;makers%and%all%members%of%the%campus%community%to%take%sustainability%to%the%next%level.%This%

challenge%will%require%commitment,%vision,%and%strong%leadership,%but%it%also%represents%one%of%the%greatest%

opportunities%for%Moravian’s%future%growth,%appeal%to%potential%students,%and%connections%with%the%hun;

dreds%of%other%institutions%of%higher%education%that%already%are%working%to%put%sustainability%at%the%center%of%

their%institutions.%This%will%make%the%College%more%attractive%to%potential%students%and%more%financially%

secure;%it%will%enhance%and%support%Moravian’s%long;term%wellbeing.%Moravian%should%capitalize%on%the%

momentum%of%sustainability%efforts%in%the%2012–2013%academic%year,%and%with%a%new%administration%in%place,%

turn%a%new%leaf%towards%sustainability.%As%one%of%the%oldest%and%most%storied%colleges%in%the%country,%

Moravian%is%in%a%unique%position%to%embrace%a%broad%vision%of%sustainability%and%thus%to%secure%the%College’s%

position%for%the%future.%%

%

(See%next%page%for%a%list%of%attachments%to%this%report.)%
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For%the%convenience%of%those%who%do%not%have%ready%access%to%the%Internet%while%reading%this,%we%have%

attached%brief%excerpts%from%some%of%the%reports%and%other%documents%referenced%in%the%text.%%

Attachment%A%–%Green%Revolving%Funds%
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Attachment%C%–%Project%recommendations%from%Nicole%Belanger%u13%
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Attachment%G%–%Talloires%Declaration%
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Attachment%I%–%Yale%Sustainable%Food%Purchasing%Guide%

 

These%attachments%are%also%available%on%the%Alliance%website.%%
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Executive Summary

Institute (SEI) surveyed colleges and universities to 
learn how they are implementing self-managed green 
revolving funds.

As reported in Greening the Bottom Line 2012, the 
survey provides insights into the various approaches 
to green revolving fund creation, structure and 
management as well as environmental and financial 
performance. Based on data from 79 active green 
revolving funds at the 76 institutions in the survey, 
the following findings emerged:

Green Revolving Fund Development
•  31 U.S. states and 2 Canadian provinces have 
    higher education institutions with established  
    GRFs.

•  $111 million in capital has been collectively 
    committed among established GRFs.

•  900 energy efficiency projects have been 
    initiated using GRF funding.

•  36 green revolving funds were created on 
    university campuses between 2011 and 2012. 

•  15-fold increase in the number of GRFs on 
    campus over the past decade.

•  A wide variety of colleges and universities with 
    varying sizes, diverse geographic locations, and  
    spanning the spectrum of endowment wealth have  
    adopted GRFs.

With buildings consuming almost half (49 percent) 
of all energy used in the United States, and three 
quarters of all electricity, there is a compelling need 
for investment in energy efficiency upgrades. These 
energy saving improvements “represent a significant 
opportunity to save money, reduce climate impact 
and generate jobs,” according to United States Building 
Energy Efficiency Retrofits, a recent report by Deutsche 
Bank Climate Change Advisors and the Rockefeller 
Foundation.D

The analysis supported by these two prominent 
institutions shows that investing $279 billion in 
building retrofits nationwide could “yield more than 
$1 trillion of energy savings over 10 years.” This 
would be the equivalent to savings of approximately 
30 percent of the annual electricity spending in the 
entire country.  

Recognizing such bottom-line and sustainability 
benefits, leading corporations such as Dow Chemi-
calA, General ElectricB and News CorporationC have 
invested in improving the energy efficiency of their 
own buildings, operations and products. Without 
having access to the capital resources of large  
corporations, what innovative affordable methods 
can higher education institutions use to invest in 
significant energy efficiency improvements? 

One cost-saving and carbon-reducing method with 
a successful track record is the green revolving fund 
(GRF). GRFs invest in energy efficiency projects, 
thereby reducing operating expenses and greenhouse 
gas emissions.  The cost savings boost the bottom 
line and replenish the fund for investment in the next 
round of green retrofits, thus establishing a sustain-
able funding cycle. The Sustainable Endowments 

A Dow. The Future of Energy. 
http://www.dow.com/energy/ (12 October 2012)

B GE Ecomagination. Efficiency. 
http://www.ecomagination.com/efficiency  (12 October 2012)

C News Corporation. Long-term Vision. 
http://www.newscorp.com/energy/index.html  (12 October 2012)

Attachment A
[Excerpt from 'Greening the Bottom Line 2012']
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$800,000 in total savings (or substantially more  
if energy prices rise).

Alumni Fundraising Opportunity – Creation of 
a GRF can be presented to alumni as an innovative 
giving opportunity that will continue to produce 
income for the school.  For example, Agnes Scott 
College (Decatur, Georgia) raised about $400,000 
within just a few months in order to create their new 
green revolving fund.

Investing Cash Reserves – Earlier this year the 
University of Vermont board of trustees approved  
a $13 million investment into a new UVM green  
revolving fund using capital from the institution’s 
cash reserves. Instead of earning 2.5 percent inter-
est (as they did last year on their other cash reserves 
investments), the revolving fund will pay 5 percent 
interest and help UVM invest in substantial new 
energy efficiency retrofits. UVM’s new $13 million 
fund is now the largest at any higher education insti-
tution in the country.

With rising fuel costs and budget pressures creat-
ing continued incentives for innovation, SEI expects 
the number of GRFs to grow steadily in the coming 
years. Also spurring on GRF development is a grow-
ing body of resources to promote GRF best practices 
in higher education and beyond.

One reason for the recent popularity of GRFs is their 
ability to unite environmental concerns with financial 
goals, thus appealing to multiple interests from  
students, faculty and staff to administrators, alumni 
and trustees. The GRF is successful at both large 
universities and small colleges alike for its highly 
adaptable structure that can be targeted to specific 
institutional priorities and capital availability.  
The GRF is versatile and effective, and has reduced 
energy use, operational expenditures, and the  
environmental impact of college campuses across 
North America.

Green Revolving Fund Benefits
Boosting Return on Investment (ROI) – 
Established green revolving funds (GRFs) report  
a median annual return on investment (ROI) of 28 
percent. This suggests that GRFs can significantly 
outperform average endowment investment returns, 
while maintaining strong returns over longer periods 
of time.

Achieving Short Payback Period – Schools 
reported a median payback period of 3.5 years, which 
means on average more than a quarter of all money 
invested in projects can be reinvested within one year 
(given that savings are typically paid back into the 
fund on an annual basis). 

Initiating New Mindset – GRFs overcome the 
limitations of budgeting energy efficiency projects as 
expenses, rather than as a low-risk/high yield financ-
ing resources. They are transforming energy efficien-
cy upgrades from perceived expenses to high-return 
investment opportunities.

Facilitating Flexibility – GRFs allow for the use 
of a variety of capital sources and they can be scaled 
up over time.

Hedging Against Rising Energy Prices –  
GRFs are an effective strategy for hedging against 
rising energy prices without the negative downside of 
traditional energy price hedges, which incur losses if 
energy prices stay f lat or decline.

Advancing Educational Goals – GRFs foster 
campus community engagement, creating student 
leadership opportunities, and developing learning 
experiences outside of the classroom.

Green Revolving Fund Examples
Reliable ROI – George Washington University’s 
Green Campus Fund invested $141,000 to upgrade 
the lighting in their academic center in 2010.  Since 
completion, the project is generating $100,000 per 
year in savings and has already more than paid for 
itself. With a projected lifespan of at least 8 years,  
the original $141,000 investment will generate about 
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DThe Rockefeller Foundation. United States Building Energy 
Efficiency Retrofits: Market Sizing and Financing Models.  
http://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/news/publications/
united-states-building-energy-efficiency (18 October 2012)



 

 

Dear Colleagues,  

Higher education has always recognized its public responsibility to educate students, to 
provide research that fuels our economy and strengthens our communities, and to model the 
behaviors that contribute to a just and more civil society. Recently, higher education 
institutions have also recognized the important role they can play in moving all of us to a 
more sustainable future, one that will provide prosperity today while ensuring that future 
generations have resources to meet their needs. 

These goals, as essential as they are, are also complicated.  The challenges facing the globe 
are vast, and it can sometimes be daunting to consider how institutions might change course, 
particularly given that we may be somewhat unsure of where we need to head.  

To help address this challenge, the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in 
Higher Education offers campuses a comprehensive tool, the Sustainability Tracking, 
Assessment & Rating SystemTM (STARS). Constructed over several years and with the help of 
many students, staff, faculty, and administrators drawn from a wide range of institutions, 
STARS® enables colleges and universities to gauge their progress toward sustainability. This 
voluntary, self-assessment tool provides a clear and thorough system by which higher 
education institutions can benchmark where they are today and set goals for the future.  

STARS was developed by and for higher education, and recognizes the unique missions, 
challenges, obligations, constraints, and opportunities of colleges and universities.  It 
provides a tool for looking at all facets of our institutionsŝcurriculum and research, campus 
operations, planning and institutional capacityŝwith the goal of aiding strategic planning, 
fostering cross-sector dialogue about sustainability on campus, and stimulating conversations 
and learning between institutions.      

On behalf of AASHE, thank you for your interest in STARS and for your ongoing contributions 
to creating a sustainable future.  We look forward to your participation.   

Toward sustainability,   

 

William Throop, Chair, Board of Directors, AASHE 
Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs, Green Mountain College 
 
 

Paul Rowland  Executive Director, AASHE   

Attachment B
(An excerpt from the STARS 
2.0 Technical Manual draft) 
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Introduction 

I. STARS Overview 
The Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & Rating SystemTM (STARS) is a voluntary, self-
reporting framework for helping colleges and universities track and measure their 
sustainability progress. It is designed to: 

x Provide a framework for understanding sustainability in all sectors of higher education.  
x Enable meaningful comparisons over time and across institutions using a common set of 

measurements developed with broad participation from the campus sustainability 
community.   

x Create incentives for continual improvement toward sustainability. 
x Facilitate information sharing about higher education sustainability practices and 

performance. 
x Build a stronger, more diverse campus sustainability community. 

STARS® is intended to engage and recognize the full spectrum of colleges and universities in 
the United States and Canadaŝfrom community colleges to research universities, and from 
institutions just starting their sustainability programs to long-time campus sustainability 
leaders. STARS encompasses long-term sustainability goals for already high-achieving 
institutions as well as entry points of recognition for institutions that are taking first steps 
toward sustainability.   

The current version of STARS incorporates feedback, suggestions, and lessons learned since 
the launch of STARS 1.0 in January 2010.  While STARS is the most thoroughly vetted and 
extensively tested campus sustainability framework for North American institutions, it is by 
no means perfect.  The current version of STARS is intended to stimulate, not end, the 
conversation about how to measure and benchmark sustainability in higher education. AASHE 
welcomes your feedback and participation in continuing to refine and shape the system.   

A. How Credits Were Developed and Weighted  
STARS credits were initially developed in large part by reviewing campus sustainability 
assessments, sustainability reports from businesses, and other sustainability rating and 
ranking systems.  As detailed on the STARS website, credits have been revised or eliminated 
and new credits added based on feedback from hundreds of diverse stakeholders and experts.  
In addition, STARS credits were vetted using four criteria. 
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First, in order to be included, each 
credit must lead to improved 
environmental, social, and/or 
economic performance by colleges and 
universities.  While the sphere of 
impact may varyŝfor example, 
colleges and universities can 
accelerate the transition to renewable 
energy systems by installing 
technologies on campus, investing 
endowment funds in renewable energy 
companies, advocating for public 
policies that support renewable 
energy, teaching students about 
renewable energy in and out of the 
classroom, and/or conducting research 
on new technologiesŝeach credit 
should indicate a movement toward 
sustainability.   

Second, given the diversity of higher education institutions, each STARS credit should be 
appropriate for most institution types.  In order to accommodate this diversity, some STARS 
credits do not include detailed specifications but are instead flexible or open.  In other cases, 
credits include an applicability criterion, so that the credits only apply to certain types of 
institutions.  By following this approach, institutions are not penalized when they do not earn 
credits that they could not possibly earn due to their circumstances.   

Third, STARS strives to prioritize performance over strategy when possible.  Performance 
credits are based on measurements of sustainability performance, typically quantitative, such 
as the percentage of employees who use alternative modes of transportation to get to and 
from campus.  Strategy credits focus on approaches or processes that can help improve an 
institution's performance, such as offering transit passes or operating a campus shuttle 
service.  There are often different strategies or approaches an institution can take to achieve 
the same outcome.  While both types of credits provide useful information, the primary goal 
of the system is to catalyze tangible improvements, not simply to encourage adoption of more 
strategies.   

In many instances, however, measurable, meaningful, and fairly comparable performance 
indicators could not be identified, so a strategy-based credit was used.  And in some cases, 
strategy indicators tell a richer story about an institution’s sustainability initiatives and 
provide valuable information worth collecting and sharing.  As a result, both strategy and 
performance credits have a place in the system.  

Gatekeeper Questions 

What does it take for a credit to be included in 
STARS?  Each STARS credit was vetted using the 
following questions:   

1. Does the credit speak to improved 
environmental, social, and/or financial 
impacts?  

2. Is the credit relevant and meaningful for 
diverse institutions?   

3. If the credit is based on the presence of a 
strategy, is a performance-based indicator 
not available or appropriate? 

4. Is the credit measurable, objective, and 
actionable?   
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Finally, to help ensure that the system works as intended, AASHE strived to ensure that each 

credit was objective, measurable, and actionable.   

Credits vary in the number of points they are worth.  Points were allocated using the following 

considerations:   

x To what extent does the credit contribute to improved environmental impacts? 

x To what extent does the credit contribute to improved economic impacts? 

x To what extent does the credit contribute to improved social impacts? 

x To what extent are there educational benefits associated with the achievement of this 

credit? 

o How many people are impacted (breadth)?   

o How deeply are people impacted (depth)? 

As these questions indicate, the focus in allocating points was on the impact, not the difficulty, 

of earning the credit.  Some sustainability initiatives may be very difficult to implement but 

yield negligible impacts. Conversely, some generally easier projects have significant impacts.  

Assigning points based on the difficulty of earning a credit would create a perverse incentive 

for institutions to focus on the difficult projects or initiatives, which may not have the most 

meaningful impact.   

Additionally, STARS is designed to incorporate the full spectrum of sustainability 

achievement, and upper levels of achievement represent highly ambitious, long-term goals.  

Therefore there are some credits for which few, if any, institutions will achieve full points 

currently. 

B. Scoring and Ratings 
Only positive ratings are available through STARSŝeach rating level represents significant 

sustainability leadership.  Participating in STARS, which includes gathering extensive data and 

sharing it publicly, represents a commitment to sustainability that should be applauded.   

There are five levels of STARS Ratings available: Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, and Reporter.  

The table on the following page summarizes the scoring thresholds corresponding with each 

rating level.   

An institution’s STARS score is based on the average of the percentage of applicable points it 

earns in each of three categories:  

1) Education and Research (ER) 

2) Operations (OP) 

3) Planning, Administration & Engagement (PAE)   

For example, if an institution earned 20 percent of applicable points in the Education and 

Research category; 30 percent of applicable points in the Planning, Administration & 
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Engagement category; and 40 percent in the Operations category, the institution’s overall 
score would be 30 (the average of the three percentages).   

Rating Level Minimum Score Required 
STARS Bronze 25 

STARS Silver 45 

STARS Gold 65 

STARS Platinum 85 

STARS Reporter* -- 

   * For institutions that wish to use STARS and submit data publicly, but are not pursuing a rating. 

In addition to the credits in the three categories, institutions may earn up to 4 innovation 
credits for new and path-breaking practices and performances that are not covered by other 
STARS credits or that exceed the highest criterion of a current STARS credit.  Innovation 
credits are not required to be specific to any category and are scored separately.  Each earned 
innovation credit increases an institution’s overall score by one.  In the previous example of 
an institution that achieved an overall score of 30, earning 2 innovation credits would result 
in a final score of 32.   

Some credits do not apply to all institutions.  For example, the credits about dining services do 
not apply to institutions that do not have dining services operations.  Institutions will earn a 
score based on the percentage of applicable points they earn.  In other words, credits that do 
not apply to an institution will not be counted against that institution’s overall score.   

Any institution that wishes to participate in STARS but does not want to pursue an overall 
STARS rating or score may participate as a STARS Reporter.  STARS Reporter institutions 
receive the same benefits as institutions that pursue a STARS rating, including positive 
recognition for participation and the ability to share data publicly.  After seeing their final 
score, all participants are able to choose STARS Reporter status before completing their final 
submission and making it public. 

While AASHE has strived for a fair and consistent approach to allocating points and ratings, 
this is an inherently subjective exercise.  Developing a more robust point allocation 
methodology, including finding stronger ways to accommodate how regional variations and 
difference in institution type influence each institution’s sustainability impacts, will be 
considered for future versions of STARS.  

C. Understanding Sustainability 
The concept of sustainability has shaped the development of STARS and is fundamental to the 
rating system.  AASHE defines sustainability in an inclusive way, encompassing human and 
ecological health, social justice, secure livelihoods, and a better world for all generations.    
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Today, most uses of and references to sustainability emphasize the 

concept’s simultaneous economic, environmental, and social 

dimensions.  For example, businesses talk about the triple bottom 

line: people, planet, and profits (or, alternately, human capital, 

natural capital, and financial capital).  Likewise, sustainability 

educators commonly refer to the Three E’s of sustainability: 

economy, ecology, and equity.   

STARS attempts to translate this broad and inclusive view of sustainability to measurable 

objectives at the campus level. Thus, it includes credits related to an institution’s 

environmental, social, and economic performance.  

II. STARS Participation and Reporting Information 

A. STARS Website 
The STARS website is the primary source for information about participating and reporting in 

STARS.  The website offers the most up to date and detailed information about the STARS 

Program.  For example, the requirements for eligibility to participate in STARS, a step-by-step 

guide to reporting (including how to register) and frequently asked questions are available on 

the website.   

The STARS Reporting Tool is also accessed through the STARS website.  The Reporting Tool 

serves as a repository for an institution’s STARS data and, ultimately, is the mechanism 

through which the data will be submitted for a rating. 

B. STARS Technical Manual 
The credit descriptions in the STARS Technical Manual include the following sections which 

inform data gathering and the reporting process:  

x Credit Rationale–provides background on the importance of the credit in the context of 

sustainability. 

x Criteria–describes how an institution earns points for the credit. 

x Applicability–indicates which institutions’ STARS Ratings will be affected by their 

responses to the credit.  As previously mentioned, some credits do not apply to some 

types of institutions.  For example, credits involving residence halls do not apply to 

institutions that do not have residence halls. 

x Scoring–explains how points are allocated for the credit. 

x Reporting Fields–lists the fields that appear within the Reporting Tool for each credit.  

Some fields are required while others are listed as optional if the institution wishes to 

provide additional information.   



2012 Research Project: Moravian’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
by Nicole Belanger  
 
  
 The 2010-2011 Greenhouse Gas Inventory for Moravian College was figured with 
the Clean Air-Cool Planet v6.7 calculator. This calculator is the most widely used tool in 
US higher education for tracking campus carbon footprints. Moravian college is currently 
emitting over 10,000 metric tons of eCO2 per year were eCO2 is CO2 equivalents, a 
metric measure used to compare the emissions from various greenhouse gases based upon 
their global warming potential. This means that the college is producing around 7MT per 
student. It should be Moravian’s goal to lower this figure, which will generate a more 
sustainable future for its following generations of students. Moravian’s vision for the 
future will be strengthened if it strives for sustainability.   
 Currently, 52% of Moravian College’s greenhouse gas emissions come from 
purchased electricity. Reducing electricity usage at the college is a valid way to reduce 
overall greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, solutions for less electricity usage were 
researched within the reach of this greenhouse gas inventory project. The average light 
measurement taken from the college is 635 lux where lux is a measure of the intensity 
of light that hits or passes through a surface. The recommended lux measurement for a 
classroom or library setting is 300. The 300lux recommendation comes from the Charted 
Institute of Building Services Engineers in London This means that Moravian’s light 
usage should be cut in half. 
 The problem of reducing light and electricity usage can have an exceptionally 
uncomplicated solution. Moravian College is using enough light that it can shut half of its 
lights off and still be able to perform at the same working level. This can be done in a 
variety of ways. In most cases, literally half of the lights do not need to be turned on. 
Specifically, this can be done in some classrooms and some areas of the Reeves Library. 
Keeping half of the lights off is an ideal solution because there are no costs associated 
with it. The other two solutions that were researched are occupancy sensors and daylight 
sensors. Both of these two have costs associated, but the first year of electricity bill 
savings will recoup them. 
 A full analysis was done on the Reeves Library and the light usage within. If the 
upper level has daylight sensors installed in the heavily windowed areas and occupancy 
sensors installed in all other areas, the yearly savings on eCO2 is 48MT and the yearly 
financial savings is $9,610. Installing occupancy sensors in the stacks area on the lower 
level and turning half the lights off in the Hound Underground computer lab results in a 
savings of 18MT of eCO2 and  $3,506 per year. If both the upper and lower levels in the 
Reeves Library were integrated with these simple solutions, then the college would save 
the earth 66MT of eCO2 and itself $13,116. If this analysis was carried through to each of 
Moravian College’s buildings the savings would be much more significant.  
 It is now clear that Moravian College is currently purchasing more electricity than 
is needed and reducing the current amount helps reduce global warming and the college’s 
spending.  
 
Please consider these results along with the attached recommendations. 
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Moravian College 
Greenhouse Gas Recommendations – 2012 
 
This letter presents the final recommendations from the greenhouse gas usage research 
done by student Nicole Belanger. The following recommendations are to be considered 
for all of Moravian’s campus including adjacent properties and any other owned 
buildings.  
 
Continue Research on Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Once additional 
solutions are found, they should be implemented. Exploring and discovering the 
appropriate solutions will save the atmosphere of greenhouse gases and the college of 
money. It is recommended that the college give an employee the sole responsibility of 
this research. The money saved will be worth it. 
 
Start a Fund for Sustainability: Moravian should take at least half of its financial 
savings from the electricity reduction and put it into a fund. This fund should financially 
support sustainability efforts of the college. Examples of what this fund should maintain 
are projects done by the institution, projects done by students, and projects done by 
faculty. A group will need to evaluate each project to determine its worthiness of the 
funds. 
 
Use a Rigorous Sustainability Guideline: Using a guideline with more challenging 
targets allows for more improvement in order to succeed. If the goals are set at a low 
standard, than there will be no need for improvement. The STARS program is not 
rigorous enough for substantial sustainability improvements by the college. 
 
Sign the American College & University Presidents’ Climate Commitment: As a 
signatory to the American College & University Presidents’ Climate Commitment, the 
college will promise to conduct a comprehensive greenhouse gas emissions inventory of 
the campus and, within the first two years of signing, develop a specific plan for 
achieving climate neutrality at some point in the future.  
 
Maintain a Greenhouse Gas Inventory: The Greenhouse Gas Inventory needs to cover 
everything that Moravian owns, operates, and influences. The Inventory, when 
completed, will be useful for Moravian to gain knowledge of its current greenhouse gas 
levels, quantify the benefits of current activities that reduce emissions, and establish a 
basis for developing a local action plan. 
 
Track Commuting and Traveling: The two make up almost all of the college’s scope 3 
emissions and are crucial to an accurate greenhouse gas inventory. Solutions for tracking 
need to be further examined. However, security should do a daily parking lot count, and 
all air travel should be aggregated into one spreadsheet.  
 
Create a No-idling Policy: Exhaust from idling vehicles can accumulate in and around 
the vehicle and pose a health risk to students, drivers and the community at large. Idling 
vehicles also waste fuel and financial resources. 
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Living Laboratory Model at Dickinson

Defining Real Problems and Real Solutions

The Dickinson College campus and communities beyond campus borders are living laboratories for learning about
sustainability problems and solutions through direct experience. Dickinson students work with each other, faculty, staff
and community members to identify and define problems, understand their causes, develop solutions, and test their
ideas.

Dickinson College Organic Farm: 
Student farmers, interns and volunteers grow vegetables and raise livestock using sustainable, organic practices on
Dickinson’s 50-acre farm, supplying the campus and community with nutritious food while building soil health,
protecting the Yellow Breeches watershed, and enhancing habitat for native pollinators and other wildlife.

ALLARM: 
The Alliance for Aquatic Resource Monitoring’s student and professional staff work with community organizations across
the state of Pennsylvania to provide training and other assistance for monitoring water quality and using monitoring data
to protect watersheds.

Treehouse: 
The Center for Sustainable Living, aka the Treehouse, is a residence hall for students committed to reducing their
ecological footprint, building community, and educating their peers about sustainable living.

Idea Fund: 
The student initiated and managed Idea Fund supports student-innovators to implement social and environmental
projects with consulting services, revolving loans and innovation grants. 

The Handlebar: 
Our on campus bike shop provides hands-on programming by faculty, staff & student volunteers to learn the skills and
habits of a sustainable mode of transportation.

ABOUT EDUCATION PRACTICE COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITIES CLIMATE ACTION INVESTING
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Biodiesel Shop:
Renewable fuel to power farm equipment other college machinery is produced from waste vegetable oil by students in the
Biodiesel Shop.

Reducing Dickinson’s Carbon Footprint: 
Students collaborate with Campus Operations staff to analyze and recommend actions for reducing Dickinson’s
greenhouse gas emissions in this community-based research course.

Campus Buildings & Facilities: 
Students learn from observing and studying Dickinson’s LEED Gold buildings, solar arrays, and energy efficiency,
recycling and composting programs, and by participating in planning new buildings, solar panel installations, and other
campus projects.

 



Overview 
 

The Environmental Advisory Committee Workgroup on Institutional Sustainability 
formed out of a common concern to see sustainability institutionalized at Carleton College. We 
have sought, and continue to seek, permanent College-supported transformations that will turn 
the campus into an ecologically responsible and literate community. While many student groups 
work towards this same end, we have recognized that their efforts have been ineffective, 
potentially duplicative, and fleeting—once a leader graduates, the movement tends to quickly die 
out. We see our fellow students’ valiant efforts to make necessary improvements— bio-diesel, 
composting, waste reduction, and energy conservation—and admire their commitment, but we 
fear that without institutional memory these efforts will not lead to lasting results. Upholding our 
mission as an academic institution and a liberal arts college must happen at the administration 
level, hence the need for a staff position for a sustainability coordinator.  

Though we have an ENTS intern who supports and coordinates environmental 
organizations at Carleton and in Northfield and who evaluates and furthers environmental goals 
at Carleton, in Northfield, he is already greatly overworked and unable to accomplish the type of 
cultural changes necessary within the allotted year’s time of the position. This results in the same 
problem of a lack of institutional memory. We also have an Environmental Advisory Committee 
(EAC) made up of students, faculty, and staff who only have an advisory capacity. As important 
as this body is, a position is essential to undertake the implementation of resolutions that are 
approved by the EAC and the college. A sustainability coordinator would provide the necessary 
expertise, commitment, authority, and experience. This person would have the time and 
resources to undertake large-scale projects, such as implementing an environmentally 
responsible, cost-effective energy production system and restoring the water quality of Lyman 
Lakes and the surrounding watershed. Having a single person as a resource and director for all 
environmental happenings at Carleton is a crucial step.  

As an institution of higher education, Carleton has an ethical obligation to promote 
sustainability in both its operations and academic mission. Our Environmental Statement of 
Principles, endorsed by the Board of Trustees, Building and Grounds Committee, states 
"Carleton College recognizes that it exists as part of interconnected communities that are 
impacted by personal and institutional choices. We are dedicated to investigating and promoting 
awareness of the current and future impacts of our actions in order to foster responsibility for 
these human and natural communities. Carleton strives to be a model of stewardship for the 
environment by incorporating ideals of sustainability into the operations of the college and the 
daily life of individuals.” 18 May 2001. Hiring a sustainability coordinator and intern is in 
accordance with these principles. Additionally, we are an establishment dedicated to educating 
students; Carleton should provide students with the opportunity to apply their knowledge 
because they will better understand and retain this knowledge. A sustainability coordinator 
would facilitate in fulfilling this duty.  

With rising energy prices and a tightening budget, sustainability is in Carleton’s financial 
self-interest. While we may not be able to avoid high energy prices, we can diminish our demand 
for and our waste of energy. Through education and lifestyle changes on campus, a coordinator 
would achieve waste reduction. Other colleges and universities report saving millions of dollars 
by doing this in the first year alone. Being sustainable makes economic and ethical sense.  

Carleton is and should be interested in maintaining its well deserved reputation of 
leadership in higher education as well. Carleton was named as a Higher Education Campus 
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Climate Leader. Carleton has been leading the way to lowering global warming pollution by 
building the wind turbine though more must be done in order to keep such an accolade. We have
also been working on many other initiatives as well, as shown by the eco-house class and the 
green roof project on campus. Having a sustainable campus not only expands Carleton’s standing
as a national leader but also creates an atmosphere where graduates will become the future 
environmentally-literate leaders. While we should congratulate ourselves on our achievements
thus far, Carleton is no longer a leader in the sustainability movement. 

We originally thought hiring a sustainability coordinator was new and innovative; 
however, sixty-two colleges and universities along with many of the top Fortune 500 companies 
have already recognized the need for such a position and have implemented this institutional 
change. Carleton leads in many fields, but Carleton is falling behind in regards to sustainability, 
a fact which is quickly becoming more and more evident.  

Having established the need for the position, we can look to other colleges and 
universities as examples. What have they done, what works, how do we begin, and where can we 
go? Middlebury College is at the forefront of campus sustainability. In 1993 they began 
composting their more than three-hundred tons of food per year and since that time have saved 
over $200,000 in avoided landfill fees. Even more impressive, the University of British 
Columbia (UBC) has saved $75,000 on electricity and $414,872 on paper, and counting, since 
they opened their sustainability office. Their sustainability website (http://www.sustain.ubc.ca/) 
tracks the pages of paper, liters of water, kilowatts of electricity, and tons of greenhouse gas 
emissions reduced. The UBC’s Sustainability Office is entirely funded on money that would 
otherwise have gone towards buying the electricity, paper and other resources that the office 
helped the college conserve. Their sustainability office more than pays for itself.  

Having explored the options, we compiled a number of job descriptions and salary ranges 
for sustainability coordinators. The Education for Sustainability (EFS) Kester survey offers 
statistical information covering coordinator experience and salary. Internally, the Environmental 
Advisory Committee, Facilities, ACT, the Carleton Senate Association, the Carleton 
Democrats, Greenhouse, MPIRG, WHOA House, Benton House, ASIA, and Canada Club have 
offered their support for the proposal. Many organizations are glad that Carleton is interested in 
increasing its support for sustainability initiatives. 

In researching sustainable campuses, we found some external sources very helpful and 
knowledgeable. EFS University-Restructuring Program Director, Julian Dautremont-Smith, has 
extensive empirical and experience derived information. The sustainability office at UBC is also 
very accessible and enthusiastic about efforts at Carleton to develop a sustainability office. In 
May of 2005, Cornell surveyed twenty eight peer institutions about efforts in campus 
sustainability. Both the results and recommendations of this survey can be applied to Carleton’s 
situation. 
 We already have commitment to be a model of stewardship and sustainability as 
recognized in our Environmental Statement of Principles; what we are missing is 
implementation. Approving our recommendation to hire a sustainability coordinator and a 
sustainability intern is environmentally, ethically, and financially in the best interest of Carleton 
College. We look forward to collaborating with you as we pursue our common goal of making 
Carleton a leader in sustainability and higher education. 
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AMERICAN COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY
PRE S I DENTS’CLI MATE COM M ITMENT

AMERICAN COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS’ CLIMATE COMMITMENT

We, the undersigned presidents and chancellors of colleges and universities, are deeply concerned about 
the unprecedented scale and speed of global warming and its potential for large-scale, adverse health, 
VRFLDO��HFRQRPLF�DQG�HFRORJLFDO�HIIHFWV��:H�UHFRJQL]H�WKH�VFLHQWLÀF�FRQVHQVXV�WKDW�JOREDO�ZDUPLQJ�LV�UHDO�
and is largely being caused by humans. We further recognize the need to reduce the global emission of 
greenhouse gases by 80% by mid-century at the latest, in order to avert the worst impacts of global  
warming and to reestablish the more stable climatic conditions that have made human progress over the 
last 10,000 years possible.

While we understand that there might be short-term challenges associated with this effort, we believe that 
WKHUH�ZLOO�EH�JUHDW�VKRUW���PHGLXP���DQG�ORQJ�WHUP�HFRQRPLF��KHDOWK��VRFLDO�DQG�HQYLURQPHQWDO�EHQHÀWV��
including achieving energy independence for the U.S. as quickly as possible.

We believe colleges and universities must exercise leadership in their communities and throughout  
society by modeling ways to minimize global warming emissions, and by providing the knowledge and 
the educated graduates to achieve climate neutrality. Campuses that address the climate challenge by  
reducing global warming emissions and by integrating sustainability into their curriculum will  
better serve their students and meet their social mandate to help create a thriving, ethical and civil  
society. These colleges and universities will be providing students with the knowledge and skills needed 
to address the critical, systemic challenges faced by the world in this new century and enable them to  
EHQHÀW�IURP�WKH�HFRQRPLF�RSSRUWXQLWLHV�WKDW�ZLOO�DULVH�DV�D�UHVXOW�RI�VROXWLRQV�WKH\�GHYHORS�

We further believe that colleges and universities that exert leadership in addressing climate change 
will stabilize and reduce their long-term energy costs, attract excellent students and faculty, attract new 
sources of funding, and increase the support of alumni and local communities.

Accordingly, we commit our institutions to taking the following steps in pursuit of climate neutrality:

1. Initiate the development of a comprehensive plan to achieve climate neutrality as soon as possible.

a. Within two months of signing this document, create institutional structures to guide the  
development and implementation of the plan.

b. Within one year of signing this document, complete a comprehensive inventory of all  
greenhouse gas emissions (including emissions from electricity, heating, commuting, and air 
travel) and update the inventory every other year thereafter.

c. Within two years of signing this document, develop an institutional action plan for becoming 
climate neutral, which will include:

i. A target date for achieving climate neutrality as soon as possible.

ii. Interim targets for goals and actions that will lead to climate neutrality.

iii. Actions to make climate neutrality and sustainability a part of the curriculum and other 
educational experience for all students.

iv. Actions to expand research or other efforts necessary to achieve climate neutrality. 

v. Mechanisms for tracking progress on goals and actions.
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2. Initiate two or more of the following tangible actions to reduce greenhouse gases while the more 
comprehensive plan is being developed.

a. Establish a policy that all new campus construction will be built to at least the U.S. Green 
Building Council’s LEED Silver standard or equivalent.

E��$GRSW�DQ�HQHUJ\�HIÀFLHQW�DSSOLDQFH�SXUFKDVLQJ�SROLF\�UHTXLULQJ�SXUFKDVH�RI�(1(5*<�67$5�
FHUWLÀHG�SURGXFWV�LQ�DOO�DUHDV�IRU�ZKLFK�VXFK�UDWLQJV�H[LVW�
c. Establish a policy of offsetting all greenhouse gas emissions generated by air travel paid for by 
our institution.

d. Encourage use of and provide access to public transportation for all faculty, staff, students and 
visitors at our institution.

e. Within one year of signing this document, begin purchasing or producing at least 15% of our 
institution’s electricity consumption from renewable sources.

f. Establish a policy or a committee that supports climate and sustainability shareholder  
proposals at companies where our institution’s endowment is invested.

J��3DUWLFLSDWH�LQ�WKH�:DVWH�0LQLPL]DWLRQ�FRPSRQHQW�RI�WKH�QDWLRQDO�5HF\FOH0DQLD�FRPSHWLWLRQ��
and adopt 3 or more associated measures to reduce waste.

3. Make the action plan, inventory, and periodic progress reports publicly available by submitting 
WKHP�WR�WKH�$&83&&�5HSRUWLQJ�6\VWHP�IRU�SRVWLQJ�DQG�GLVVHPLQDWLRQ�

In recognition of the need to build support for this effort among college and university administrations 
across America, we will encourage other presidents to join this effort and become signatories to this  
commitment.

Signed,

President/Chancellor Signature                  

3UHVLGHQW�&KDQFHOORU�1DPH������������������������

College or University                                     
 

Date                                                                  

Please send the signed commitment document to:

Presidents’ Climate Commitment  
F�R�6HFRQG�1DWXUH� 
18 Tremont St., Suite 308  
Boston, MA 02108

or fax to: 320-451-1612 
or scan & email to: acupcc@secondnature.org



Association of University Leaders for a Sustainable Future 
 

The Talloires Declaration 
10 Point Action Plan 

 
 We, the presidents, rectors, and vice chancellors of universities from all regions of the world are deeply concerned about the unprecedented 
scale and speed of environmental pollution and degradation, and the depletion of natural resources.   
 Local, regional, and global air and water pollution; accumulation and distribution of toxic wastes; destruction and depletion of forests, soil, and 
water; depletion of the ozone layer and emission of “green house” gases threaten the survival of humans and thousands of other living species, the 
integrity of the earth and its biodiversity, the security of nations, and the heritage of future generations.  These environmental changes are caused 
by inequitable and unsustainable production and consumption patterns that aggravate poverty in many regions of the world. 
 We believe that urgent actions are needed to address these fundamental problems and reverse the trends.  Stabilization of human population, 
adoption of environmentally sound industrial and agricultural technologies, reforestation, and ecological restoration are crucial elements in creating 
an equitable and sustainable future for all humankind in harmony with nature. 
 Universities have a major role in the education, research, policy formation, and information exchange necessary to make these goals possible.  
Thus, university leaders must initiate and support mobilization of internal and external resources so that their institutions respond to this urgent 
challenge. 
 
We, therefore, agree to take the following actions: 
 
1) Increase Awareness of Environmentally Sustainable Development 
Use every opportunity to raise public, government, industry, foundation, and university awareness by openly addressing the urgent need to move 
toward an environmentally sustainable future. 
 
2) Create an Institutional Culture of Sustainability 
Encourage all universities to engage in education, research, policy formation, and information exchange on population, environment, and 
development to move toward global sustainability. 
 
3) Educate for Environmentally Responsible Citizenship 
Establish programs to produce expertise in environmental management, sustainable economic development, population, and related fields to 
ensure that all university graduates are environmentally literate and have the awareness and understanding to be ecologically responsible citizens. 
 
4) Foster Environmental Literacy For All 
Create programs to develop the capability of university faculty to teach environmental literacy to all undergraduate, graduate, and professional 
students. 
 
5) Practice Institutional Ecology 
Set an example of environmental responsibility by establishing institutional ecology policies and practices of resource conservation, recycling, 
waste reduction, and environmentally sound operations. 
 
6) Involve All Stakeholders 
Encourage involvement of government, foundations, and industry in supporting interdisciplinary research, education, policy formation, and 
information exchange in environmentally sustainable development.  Expand work with community and nongovernmental organizations to assist 
in finding solutions to environmental problems. 
 
7) Collaborate for Interdisciplinary Approaches 
Convene university faculty and administrators with environmental practitioners to develop interdisciplinary approaches to curricula, research 
initiatives, operations, and outreach activities that support an environmentally sustainable future. 
 
8) Enhance Capacity of Primary and Secondary Schools 
Establish partnerships with primary and secondary schools to help develop the capacity for interdisciplinary teaching about population, 
environment, and sustainable development. 
 
9) Broaden Service and Outreach Nationally and Internationally 
Work with national and international organizations to promote a worldwide university effort toward a sustainable future. 
 
10) Maintain the Movement 
Establish a Secretariat and a steering committee to continue this momentum, and to inform and support each other’s efforts in carrying out this 
declaration. 

1994 Updated Version 
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Preamble
We stand at a critical moment in Earth’s history, a time when 
humanity must choose its future. As the world becomes increas-
ingly interdependent and fragile, the future at once holds great 
peril and great promise. To move forward we must recognize that 
in the midst of a magnificent diversity of cultures and life forms we 
are one human family and one Earth community with a common 
destiny. We must join together to bring forth a sustainable global 
society founded on respect for nature, universal human rights, 
economic justice, and a culture of peace. Towards this end, it is 
imperative that we, the peoples of Earth, declare our responsibil-
ity to one another, to the greater community of life, and to future 
generations.

 Earth, Our Home
  Humanity is part of a vast evolving universe. Earth, our home, is 

alive with a unique community of life. The forces of nature make 
existence a demanding and uncertain adventure, but Earth 
has provided the conditions essential to life’s evolution. The 
resilience of the community of life and the well-being of human-
ity depend upon preserving a healthy biosphere with all its 
ecological systems, a rich variety of plants and animals, fertile 
soils, pure waters, and clean air. The global environment with 
its finite resources is a common concern of all peoples. The 
protection of Earth’s vitality, diversity, and beauty is a sacred 
trust.

 The Global Situation
  The dominant patterns of production and consumption are 

causing environmental devastation, the depletion of resources, 
and a massive extinction of species. Communities are being 
undermined. The benefits of development are not shared equi-
tably and the gap between rich and poor is widening. Injustice, 
poverty, ignorance, and violent conflict are widespread and 
the cause of great suffering. An unprecedented rise in human 
population has overburdened ecological and social systems. 
The foundations of global security are threatened. These trends 
are perilous—but not inevitable.

 The Challenges Ahead
  The choice is ours: form a global partnership to care for Earth 

and one another or risk the destruction of ourselves and the 
diversity of life. Fundamental changes are needed in our values, 
institutions, and ways of living. We must realize that when basic 
needs have been met, human development is primarily about 
being more, not having more. We have the knowledge and 
technology to provide for all and to reduce our impacts on the 
environment. The emergence of a global civil society is creating 
new opportunities to build a democratic and humane world.  
Our environmental, economic, political, social, and spiritual 
challenges are interconnected, and together we can forge 
inclusive solutions.

 Universal Responsibility
  To realize these aspirations, we must decide to live with a 

sense of universal responsibility, identifying ourselves with the 
whole Earth community as well as our local communities. We 
are at once citizens of different nations and of one world in 
which the local and global are linked. Everyone shares respon-
sibility for the present and future well-being of the human family 
and the larger living world. The spirit of human solidarity and 
kinship with all life is strengthened when we live with rever-
ence for the mystery of being, gratitude for the gift of life, and 
humility regarding the human place in nature.

We urgently need a shared vision of basic values to provide an 
ethical foundation for the emerging world community. Therefore, 
together in hope we affirm the following interdependent principles 
for a sustainable way of life as a common standard by which the 
conduct of all individuals, organizations, businesses, governments, 
and transnational institutions is to be guided and assessed.

I. Respect and Care for  
the Community of Life
 PRINCIPLES

1. Respect Earth and life in all its diversity.
 a.  Recognize that all beings are interdependent and every form 

of life has value regardless of its worth to human beings.
 b.  Affirm faith in the inherent dignity of all human beings and 

in the intellectual, artistic, ethical, and spiritual potential of 
humanity.

2.  Care for the community of life with understanding,  
compassion, and love.

 a.  Accept that with the right to own, manage, and use natural 
resources comes the duty to prevent environmental harm 
and to protect the rights of people.

 b.  Affirm that with increased freedom, knowledge, and power 
comes increased responsibility to promote the common 
good.

3.  Build democratic societies that are just, participatory,  
sustainable, and peaceful.

 a.  Ensure that communities at all levels guarantee human  
rights and fundamental freedoms and provide everyone an 
opportunity to realize his or her full potential.

 b.  Promote social and economic justice, enabling all to achieve 
a secure and meaningful livelihood that is ecologically 
responsible.

4.  Secure Earth’s bounty and beauty for present and future  
generations.

 a.  Recognize that the freedom of action of each generation is 
qualified by the needs of future generations.

 b.  Transmit to future generations values, traditions, and institu-
tions that support the long-term flourishing of Earth’s human 
and ecological communities. 

In order to fulfill these four broad commitments, it is necessary to

>

The Earth Charter
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II. Ecological Integrity
 PRINCIPLES

5.  Protect and restore the integrity of Earth’s ecological systems, 
with special concern for biological diversity and the natural 
processes that sustain life.

 a.  Adopt at all levels sustainable development plans and  
regulations that make environmental conservation and  
rehabilitation integral to all development initiatives. 

 b.  Establish and safeguard viable nature and biosphere 
reserves, including wild lands and marine areas, to protect 
Earth’s life support systems, maintain biodiversity, and  
preserve our natural heritage.

 c.  Promote the recovery of endangered species and  
ecosystems.

 d.  Control and eradicate non-native or genetically modified 
organisms harmful to native species and the environment, 
and prevent introduction of such harmful organisms.

 e.  Manage the use of renewable resources such as water,  
soil, forest products, and marine life in ways that do not 
exceed rates of regeneration and that protect the health  
of ecosystems.

 f.  Manage the extraction and use of non-renewable resources 
such as minerals and fossil fuels in ways that minimize 
depletion and cause no serious environmental damage.

6.  Prevent harm as the best method of environmental protec-
tion and, when knowledge is limited, apply a precautionary 
approach.

 a.  Take action to avoid the possibility of serious or irrevers-
ible environmental harm even when scientific knowledge is 
incomplete or inconclusive.

 b.  Place the burden of proof on those who argue that a  
proposed activity will not cause significant harm, and make 
the responsible parties liable for environmental harm.

 c.  Ensure that decision making addresses the cumulative,  
long-term, indirect, long distance, and global consequences 
of human activities.

 d.  Prevent pollution of any part of the environment and allow 
no build-up of radioactive, toxic, or other hazardous sub-
stances.

 e.  Avoid military activities damaging to the environment.

7.  Adopt patterns of production, consumption, and reproduction 
that safeguard Earth’s regenerative capacities, human rights, 
and community well-being.

 a.  Reduce, reuse, and recycle the materials used in production 
and consumption systems, and ensure that residual waste 
can be assimilated by ecological systems.

 b.  Act with restraint and efficiency when using energy, and  
rely increasingly on renewable energy sources such as  
solar and wind.

 c.  Promote the development, adoption, and equitable transfer 
of environmentally sound technologies.

 d.  Internalize the full environmental and social costs of goods 
and services in the selling price, and enable consumers to 
identify products that meet the highest social and environ-
mental standards.

 e.  Ensure universal access to health care that fosters repro-
ductive health and responsible reproduction.

 f.  Adopt lifestyles that emphasize the quality of life and  
material sufficiency in a finite world.

8.  Advance the study of ecological sustainability and promote 
the open exchange and wide application of the knowledge 
acquired.

 a.  Support international scientific and technical cooperation  
on sustainability, with special attention to the needs of 
developing nations.

 b.  Recognize and preserve the traditional knowledge and  
spiritual wisdom in all cultures that contribute to environ-
mental protection and human well-being.

 c.  Ensure that information of vital importance to human health 
and environmental protection, including genetic information, 
remains available in the public domain.

III. Social and  
Economic Justice
 PRINCIPLES

9.  Eradicate poverty as an ethical, social, and environmental 
imperative.

 a.  Guarantee the right to potable water, clean air, food security, 
uncontaminated soil, shelter, and safe sanitation, allocating 
the national and international resources required.

 b.  Empower every human being with the education and resources 
to secure a sustainable livelihood, and provide social security 
and safety nets for those who are unable to support themselves.

 c.  Recognize the ignored, protect the vulnerable, serve those 
who suffer, and enable them to develop their capacities and 
to pursue their aspirations.

10.  Ensure that economic activities and institutions at all levels 
promote human development in an equitable and sustainable 
manner.

 a.  Promote the equitable distribution of wealth within nations 
and among nations.

 b.  Enhance the intellectual, financial, technical, and social 
resources of developing nations, and relieve them of  
onerous international debt.

 c.  Ensure that all trade supports sustainable resource use, 
environmental protection, and progressive labor standards.

 d.  Require multinational corporations and international  
financial organizations to act transparently in the public 
good, and hold them accountable for the consequences of 
their activities.

11.  Affirm gender equality and equity as prerequisites to  
sustainable development and ensure universal access to  
education, health care, and economic opportunity. 

 a.  Secure the human rights of women and girls and end all 
violence against them.

 b.  Promote the active participation of women in all aspects of 
economic, political, civil, social, and cultural life as full and 
equal partners, decision makers, leaders, and beneficiaries.

 c.  Strengthen families and ensure the safety and loving nurture 
of all family members.

12.  Uphold the right of all, without discrimination, to a natural and 
social environment supportive of human dignity, bodily health, 
and spiritual well-being, with special attention to the rights of 
indigenous peoples and minorities.



 a.  Eliminate discrimination in all its forms, such as that based 
on race, color, sex, sexual orientation, religion, language, 
and national, ethnic or social origin.

 b.  Affirm the right of indigenous peoples to their spirituality, 
knowledge, lands and resources and to their related practice 
of sustainable livelihoods.

 c.  Honor and support the young people of our communities, 
enabling them to fulfill their essential role in creating  
sustainable societies.

 d.  Protect and restore outstanding places of cultural and  
spiritual significance.

IV. Democracy, 
Nonviolence, and Peace
 PRINCIPLES

13.  Strengthen democratic institutions at all levels, and provide 
transparency and accountability in governance, inclusive 
participation in decision making, and access to justice.

 a.  Uphold the right of everyone to receive clear and timely 
information on environmental matters and all development 
plans and activities which are likely to affect them or in 
which they have an interest.

 b.  Support local, regional and global civil society, and promote 
the meaningful participation of all interested individuals and 
organizations in decision making.

 c.  Protect the rights to freedom of opinion, expression, peace-
ful assembly, association, and dissent.

 d.  Institute effective and efficient access to administrative  
and independent judicial procedures, including remedies 
and redress for environmental harm and the threat of  
such harm.

 e.  Eliminate corruption in all public and private institutions.
 f.  Strengthen local communities, enabling them to care for 

their environments, and assign environmental responsibili-
ties to the levels of government where they can be carried 
out most effectively.

14.  Integrate into formal education and life-long learning the 
knowledge, values, and skills needed for a sustainable way  
of life.

 a.  Provide all, especially children and youth, with educational 
opportunities that empower them to contribute actively to 
sustainable development.

 b.  Promote the contribution of the arts and humanities as well 
as the sciences in sustainability education.

 c.  Enhance the role of the mass media in raising awareness of 
ecological and social challenges.

 d.  Recognize the importance of moral and spiritual education 
for sustainable living.

15. Treat all living beings with respect and consideration.
 a.  Prevent cruelty to animals kept in human societies and 

protect them from suffering.
 b.  Protect wild animals from methods of hunting, trapping,  

and fishing that cause extreme, prolonged, or avoidable 
suffering.

 c.  Avoid or eliminate to the full extent possible the taking or 
destruction of non-targeted species.

16. Promote a culture of tolerance, nonviolence, and peace.
 a.  Encourage and support mutual understanding, solidarity, 

and cooperation among all peoples and within and among 
nations.

 b.  Implement comprehensive strategies to prevent violent 
conflict and use collaborative problem solving to manage 
and resolve environmental conflicts and other disputes.

 c.  Demilitarize national security systems to the level of a non-
provocative defense posture, and convert military resources 
to peaceful purposes, including ecological restoration.

 d.  Eliminate nuclear, biological, and toxic weapons and other 
weapons of mass destruction.

 e.  Ensure that the use of orbital and outer space supports 
environmental protection and peace.

 f.  Recognize that peace is the wholeness created by right  
relationships with oneself, other persons, other cultures, 
other life, Earth, and the larger whole of which all are a part.

The Way Forward
As never before in history, common destiny beckons us to seek a 
new beginning. Such renewal is the promise of these Earth Charter 
principles. To fulfill this promise, we must commit ourselves to 
adopt and promote the values and objectives of the Charter.

This requires a change of mind and heart. It requires a new sense 
of global interdependence and universal responsibility. We must 
imaginatively develop and apply the vision of a sustainable way of 
life locally, nationally, regionally, and globally. Our cultural diversity 
is a precious heritage and different cultures will find their own 
distinctive ways to realize the vision. We must deepen and expand 
the global dialogue that generated the Earth Charter, for we have 
much to learn from the ongoing collaborative search for truth and 
wisdom.

Life often involves tensions between important values. This can 
mean difficult choices. However, we must find ways to harmonize 
diversity with unity, the exercise of freedom with the common  
good, short-term objectives with long-term goals. Every individual, 
family, organization, and community has a vital role to play. The 
arts, sciences, religions, educational institutions, media, busi-
nesses, nongovernmental organizations, and governments are all 
called to offer creative leadership. The partnership of government, 
civil society, and business is essential for effective governance.

In order to build a sustainable global community, the nations of  
the world must renew their commitment to the United Nations, 
fulfill their obligations under existing international agreements, 
and support the implementation of Earth Charter principles with 
an international legally binding instrument on environment and 
development.

Let ours be a time remembered for the awakening of a new  
reverence for life, the firm resolve to achieve sustainability, the 
quickening of the struggle for justice and peace, and the joyful 
celebration of life.
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